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Current titles are marked with a ★

**Hitler & the Nazis**

- **57392** MEN OF WAR, By Alexander Rose. A searing, unforgettable chronicle that investigates the experience of combat as seen through the eyes of the American soldiers at Bunker Hill (1775), Gettysburg (1863), and Iwo Jima (1945). It is a riveting, visceral, and astonishing look at ordinary soldiers under fire. Maps. 480 pages. Random. Pub. at $30.00

- **576640** ZINKY BOYS: Soviet Voices from the Afghanistan War. By Svetlana Alexievich. Based on oral interviews with soldiers and civilians, this account of the often-hidden and brutal reality of war in Afghanistan, from 1979 to 1989, offers an affecting testimony of their lives. This volume offers a harrowing insight into the realities of war. 197 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95

- **4629701** ISANDLWANA 1879: Battle Story. By Edmund Yorke. On January 22, 1879, a 20,000-strong Zulu army attacked 1,700 British and colonial forces. One of the most overwhelming defeats in British history is detailed in this wide-ranging study, featuring detailed profiles, rare accounts, battle maps, illustrations of equipment, and more. 160 pages. History in Print. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

**2895994 WEAPONS & FIGHTING TECHNIQUES OF THE MEDIEVAL WARRIOR 1000-1500 AD.** By Martin J. Dougherty. Step by step illustrations demonstrate every skill, including how to fire a longbow, fight with a sword and buckler, attack with a lance, defend with a pole ax, long sword combat, and many other fighting techniques and traditions of the Medieval era. 224 pages. Chartwell. 9½x12. Pub. at $17.99

**288528X SINGLE-HANDED: The Inspiring True Story of Tibor “Teddy” Rubin.** By Daniel M. Cohen. Drawing on eyewitness accounts and extensive interviews, this volume is the inspiring account of the life of Tibor “Teddy” Rubin, a Hungarian refugee and only surviving Holocaust survivor to earn America’s highest military distinction—a single portrait of a true American hero. Photos. 442 pages. Berkley. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00

**2977478 THE LAST STAND: Custer, Sitting Bull, and the Battle of the Little Bighorn.** By Nathaniel Philbrick. In this riveting narrative, Philbrick reveals Custer and Sitting Bull as two leaders as they were on a collision course that reached its violent climax on a lonely rise now known as Last Stand Hill. 40 pages of photos, some in color. 466 pages. Penguin. Paperbound. Sold Out

**6751903 UNTIL TUESDAY: A Wounded Warrior and the Golden Retriever Who Saved Him.** By Luis Carlos Montalvan with Graemehuman. A compelling and at times disturbing look at what could have been. 16 pages of photos. 237 pages. Frontline. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

**284186X THE MAN WHO SHOT THE MAN WHO SHOT LINCOLN: And 44 Other Forgotten Figures from History.** By Graeme Donald. Reveals the stories of 45 bit-players of military history: among them, Lieutenant Kermit Tyler, who went for breakfast the morning of Pearl Harbor; Lieutenant James Field Marshall Montgomery’s double, who fooled the Germans during Operation Copperhead, and many others. Photos. 307 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

**2939325 LEWES AND EVESHAM 1264: The Battle of Lewes.** By Nick Brooks. The battles of Lewes and Evesham were the deciding encounters of Second Baron’s War. This study tells the full story of the only pitched battles to be fought by English armies in the mid-13th century, and a conflict that was to have a lasting impact on the way that England was ruled. Illus. in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95

**2979865 THE LONGEST KILL: The Story of Maverick 41, One of the World’s Greatest Snipers.** By Craig Harrison. From the sniper who holds the record for long-distance kill comes an unflinching and explosive autobiography. He describes his service in the Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan, with heart-stopping accounts of sniper ops, a death-defying encounter with an IED, trials with PTSD, and Al Qaeda threats against his family. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99

**2910918 THE LONGEST KILL: The Story of Maverick 41, One of the World’s Greatest Snipers.** By Craig Harrison. From the sniper who holds the record for long-distance kill comes an unflinching and explosive autobiography. He describes his service in the Balkans, Iraq, and Afghanistan, with heart-stopping accounts of sniper ops, a death-defying encounter with an IED, trials with PTSD, and Al Qaeda threats against his family. 304 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99

**6834949 THE M26 PERSHING AND VARIANTS: T26E3/M26, M26A1, M45, M46/M46AI.** By Roy D. Thiel. Covers the M26 Pershing tank and its variants, which served with the U.S. military from the closing weeks of WWI through the 1950s. Numerous period photographs as well as detail photos of preserved vehicles are supplemented by technical data. 84 pages. Schiffer. 11½x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**2868687 CAMDEN 1780: The Annihilation of Gates’ Grand Army—Campaign 292.** By David Smith. Packed with full-color artwork, this comprehensive account provides a vivid portrayal of Britain’s last great military triumph of the American Revolutionary War. Details the command strategies, tactics and battle experiences of the opposing forces through each crucial stage. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**6696600 OUTNUMBERED, OUTGUNNED, UNDETERRED: Twenty Battles Again and All Odds.** By Rob Johnson. Packed with full-color artwork, this comprehensive account provides a vivid portrayal of Britain’s last great military triumph of the American Revolutionary War. Details the command strategies, tactics and battle experiences of the opposing forces through each crucial stage. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00

**2886879 THE BATTLE OF WATERLOO.** Offers a collection of authentic, contemporary material from one of the most famous engagements in European history. Packed with reports of the battle from all sides, this unique gazette is sent by Wellington, first-hand accounts of French marshals, two reproductions concertina-fold maps, and more. 280 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
298177 NAPOLEON'S CAMPAIGN IN POLAND, 1806-1807: From stalemate to Victory. By Francis Lane and Stephen Pete. An essential Napoleon War reference work, Pete examines the defeat of Prussia, analyzes the strengths and weaknesses of the conflict, details the bloody battle of Eylau and describes Napoleon's crushing victory over the Russians at Friedland. 16 pages of illus. 354 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

286852X THE M16A1 RIFLE: Operation and Preventive Maintenance. By Department of the Army. First published in 1969, this classic Army manual instructs GIs on the proper care of their M16A1 through comics. More than a simple manual and user's guide, this unconventional yet important military document tried to appeal to soldiers with suggestive chapter titles such as: How to Strip Your Baby; Sweet 16; and What to Do in a Jan., Fully illus. in color. 50 pages. Skyhorse. $4.95

269819E GEORGE WASHINGTON'S SURPRISE ATTACK: A New Look at the Battle That Decided the Fate of America. By Philip Thomas Tucker. America's founding father's role in military history, tracing some of the most notable intersections between nature and war since ancient times. Over the past four thousand years war has both hindered and helped various campaigns and battles, occasionally even altering the course of history in the process. 209 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

281571O TIDE OF WAR: The Impact of Weather on Warfare. By David R. Proctor. A comprehensive look at nature's role in military history, tracing some of the most notable intersections between nature and war since ancient times. Over the past four thousand years war has both hindered and helped various campaigns and battles, occasionally even altering the course of history in the process. 209 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

286552Y ARMIES OF THE WAR ON THE PACIFIC 1879-93: Chile, Peru & Bolivia. Men at Arms 504. By Gabriele Esposito. Rare photos, paintings, maps, drawings, and full-color uniform plates illustrate the troops, uniforms and equipment used by the Chilean, Peruvian and Bolivian forces while the text traces the events of one of the most significant wars of the 19th century. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $6.95

★ 579251I WAR OF THE WHITE DEATH: Finland Against the Soviet Union, 1939-40. By Bair Irincheev. Recounts the events of November 30, 1939, when Stalin's Red Army attacked Finland, expecting to crush the outnumbered, ill-equipped Finnish army in mere days, but in one of the most astonishing upsets in modern military history, the Finns broke the Soviets' staggering attacks and repelled their main thrust. 322 pagesSkyhorse. Pub. at $24.99 $5.95

6970610 MARINES UNDER ARMOR: The Marine Corps and the Armored Fighting Vehicle, 1916-2000. By Kenneth W. Estes. An insider's view of the Corps' acquisition and use of armored fighting vehicles over the course of several generations, a view that illustrates the characteristics of the Corps as a military institution and of the men who have guided its development. Photos. 287 pages. onboard Pub. $19.00 $12.95

6553826 U.S. MARINE GUIDEBOOK. By United States Marine Corps. Here is everything there is to know about the essentials of life as a U.S. Marine, from the Marine Corps to the dos and don'ts of surviving as a POW. Also includes fitness routines, uniforms and drills, CPR, and much more. Illus. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

2783401 THE BATTLE OF ACTIUM 31 BC: For the War. By Lee Fratantuono. Possibly the most important battle in Roman history, Actium drew the final curtain on the Roman republic and ushered in the Roman Empire. The naval fights of Octavian clashed with those of the defeated Cleopatra on the coast of western Greece. Octavian's victory set the stage for the 44-year Augustus Peace, which engendered the dawn of the Roman Empire. 194 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

2925133 MARINE CORPS TANK BATTLES IN THE MIDDLE EAST. By Oscar E. Gilbert. The brief war against Iraq in 1991 and the wars in the post-9/11 years have demonstrated the need for tactical flexibility, professionalism, and versatility that makes a Marine no better friend, and no worse enemy. Here Gilbert describes how our Marine Corps tanks have risen to the occasion. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

2967855 SEDAN 1870: The Eclipse of France. By Douglas Fermer. This fresh study of the French defeat at Sedan reconsider the possibility that the developing world and increased mobilization, along with a more capable leadership, defeated Napoleon. 270 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

6875491 GERMAN ARMORED RARITIES, 1935-1945. By Michael Somolinka. In this volume, the author examines the development of the Panther I and II, which had been regarded from the start as only a small contribution to the German military machine. 202 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95


2970503 IN THE LEGIONS OF NAPOLEON: The Memoirs of a Polish Officer in Spain and Russia 1808-1813. By Heinrich von Brandt. Brandt's detailed and exciting narrative concerns the attempts by the Russian and Austrian governments to seek a solution to domestic tensions by waging war against each other. Maps & 9 plates. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $79.95 $9.95

2907564 ONE NIGHT LONG: A Global History of Concentration Camps. By Andrea Pitzer. A groundbreaking and profoundly moving history of modernity's greatest tragedy - the concentration camps. Drawing from firsthand testimony and historical scholarship, the author unveils the origins of this appalling phenomenon, exploring and explaining the development of the camps. 244 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

692090X UNJUSTIFIABLE MEANS: The Story of a Woman in the Marine Corps and the Marine Corps, 1942-1945. By Natusch Maud. This balanced and authoritative study of the role of women in the military examines the impact of the Vietnam War and the wars in the post-9/11 years have demonstrated the need for tactical flexibility, professionalism, and versatility that makes a Marine no better friend, and no worse enemy. Here Gilbert describes how our Marine Corps tanks have risen to the occasion. 16 pages of photos. 296 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $9.95

6564931 KIMBERLY'S FLIGHT: The Story of Captain Kimberly Hampton, America's First Woman Combat Pilot Killed in Battle. By A. Simon & A. Hampton. The story of Captain Hampton's exemplary life, from when she was a little girl in a small southern mill town, an ROTC graduate who was commissioned as a second lieutenant in the army, to her rise through the ranks to command a combat aviation troop, and ultimately give her life for her country. Illus. 230 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $29.95 $9.95

★ 6966047 ROME AT WAR. This fully illustrated text explains how one small city-state managed to conquer the known world by expanding its borders and by first conquering a Roman Army that lived, fought and died--a highly disciplined and superbly trained military machine. 192 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $15.00 $11.95

2970503 IN THE LEGIONS OF NAPOLEON: The Memoirs of a Polish Officer in Spain and Russia 1808-1813. By Heinrich von Brandt. Brandt's detailed and exciting narrative concerns the attempts by the Russian and Austrian governments to seek a solution to domestic tensions by waging war against each other. Maps & 9 plates. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $79.95 $9.95

2914448 BUSHI: The Classic Manual of Combat. By Patrick McCarthy. The first translation into English of an ancient military work known as the "Bible of Karate." Its influence on Karate masters in China and Okinawa has been immense for many centuries and was a secret text passed down from master to master. This translation includes copious explanations and groundbreaking research. Illus. 319 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $18.50 $12.95

6709929 RUSSIAN T-34 BATTLE TANK. By Horst Schiffer. Rare color notes as well as groundbreaking research, and 192 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

2970054 THE JENA CAMPAIGN, 1806. By Frederic Natauch Maude. This balanced and authoritative study of the Battle of Jena is a major contribution to the literature on Napoleon's greatest campaigns and a renowned analysis of the strategy and tactics of the era. 202 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

CD 2863219 THE LONG ROAD HOME: A Story of War and Family. By Martha Radzat. Read by Joyce Bean. An unforgettable account of the ambush in Iraq known as "Black Sunday." The Military Cross has never before been awarded to the veterans of a battle that become a nation that tortured. In a work that's raw, harrowing and explosive, Fallon forces the spotlight back to how America lost its way, 223 pages. Regan Arts. Pub. at $25.95 $2.95
3962004 THE CAMPAIGN OF WATERLOO: The Classic Account of Napoleon’s Last Battle. By John Fortescue. An analytical approach that strips away the mysterious complexities of the campaign and gives readers a clear understanding of this short but epoch-changing series of events. Maps. 230 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

**2914778 MUSASHI’S BOOK OF FIVE RINGS.** By Stephen F. Kaufman. Miyamoto Musashi’s (1584-1645) work is well known and widely praised as one of the most famous books on the art of combat. This translation, revised edition is the first to include the full text of the book. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $11.95


374 pages. S&S. Pub. at $28.00 $8.95

6989784 TANK: Heavy Metal at War. By Philip Kaplan. While the tank may have lost some of the mystical aura it first carried onto the battlefield during WWII, it is still one of the most fearsome symbols of warfare. Kaplan explores the history of this great war machine and tracks the tank’s development and action over the decades since it first appeared on the Somme in 1916. Fully illus., some color. 240 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

6692468 ROME SPREADS HER WINGS: Territorial Expansion Between the Punic Wars. By Garrett E. Sampson. The two decades between the Punic Wars were a key period in the development of the Roman Empire. The Roman victory against the Gauls of Italy gave Rome control of the peninsula. Historical analysis, maps. 320 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95

291283X SECRETS OF THE SAMURAI: The Martial Arts of Feudal Japan. By G. Rathi & A. Westbrook. The definitive study of the martial arts of feudal Japan, explaining in detail the weapons, techniques, strategies, and principles of combat, is now available in a completely revised and expanded form. In addition to illustrating actual methods of combat, the authors discuss in detail the crucial training necessary to develop these skills. Well illus. 240 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

18454982 THE GREATEST MEDAL OF HONOR STORIES EVER TOLD. Ed. by Tom McCarthy. The Congressional Medal of Honor is the highest military award offered in the U.S. Only 349 men have been recognized with this distinction. The one common element shared by the heroes in this collection of stories—from the bloody battlefields of the Civil War through the lonely mountains of Afghanistan—is the common valor. 267 pages. Lyons. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

279263X TANKS & MILITARY VEHICLES: 300 of the World’s Greatest Military Vehicles. By Philip Wilkinson. Each military vehicle is illustrated with artwork along with explanatory text and service history. Includes information tables that give country of origin, crew, weight, dimensions, range, armament, powerplant and performance for each vehicle. 320 pages. Amber. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

6914134 THE ART OF ARMY WARFARE: 2016 Special Edition. Ed. by Christianne C. Beall et al. One of the things that distinguishes Ancient Warfare magazine from its competitors is the use of custom artwork. This stunning volume brings together paintings and drawings from the first 50 issues of this renowned publication, depicting in graphic detail the covers of the wars, the battles through the years, 96 pages. Karem. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $12.95

2813092 CHINESE SOLDIER VERSUS JAPANESE SOLDIER: Combat 37. By Benjamin Lai. Featuring specially commissioned artwork, this absorbing study investigates the training, doctrine, armament and combat record of the Chinese and Japanese troops who fought in the opening stages of the Second Sino-Japanese War, 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.95 $12.95

5781743 HIGH TIDE IN THE KOREAN WAR: How an Outnumbered American Task Force Won the Most Famous Battle of the Korean War. By Leo Barron. February, 1951. The 23rd Infantry Division was ordered to hold the town of Chipyong-ni, a vital airfield southeast of Seoul, against several Chinese divisions totaling nearly 25,000 men. The 23rd was outnumbered five to one. Barron retells the battle from the point of view of the commander faced with a do-or-die defense and the soldiers fighting in the foxholes, outnumbered in unfamiliar territory in winter. Photos. 320 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

2949474 THE TALIBAN DON’T WAVE. By Robert Semrau. Explosive and raw, this is a story about soldiers who live, fight and die in a moonless night of unbroken combat of a kind hard to tell friend from enemy. Here, Semrau takes the reader with him on a journey you may not be ready for, into the sheer hell that is “The Taliban.” 336 pages. HarperCollins. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $6.95

**2914476 BUSHIDO: The Samurai Code of Japan.** By Inazo Nitobe. A classic study of Japanese culture, Bushido outlines the moral code of the Samurai way of living and the virtues every warrior must possess. This edition (1862-1933) points out similarities between Japanese and Western history and culture, and that this moral code is something of value to the entire human race. 192 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

**6703348 LITTLE BIG HORN 1876—CUSTER’S LAST STAND: Campaign 39.** By Peter Panzeri. A comprehensive look at the most celebrated battles of the Civil War, in which George Armstrong Custer and over half of the 7th Cavalry Regiment lost their lives. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

**2810816 RUSSIAN CIVIL WAR: Red Terror, White Terror, 1917-1922.** By Michael Foley. During the Russian Civil War, both the Red and the White armies were guilty of the most hideous excesses. In many cases the campaigns of terror were meticulously planned, approved and driven. With an unimaginable propensity for torture and cruelty, little was beyond the range of even the most depraved. Illus. 126 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $13.95

**2854163 MUTINA 43 BC: Campaign 329.** By Nic Fields. Fully illustrated with specially commissioned artwork and maps, this is the full story of the battles which would see Octavian move from being a young, inexperienced aristocrat to the dominating figure of the final days of the Republic. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**2889293 KULIKOVO 1380: Campaign 332.** By Mark Gallettii. Using specially commissioned artwork, Galeotti renders an engrossing story of the victory that heralded the birth of Russian statehood—the battle of Kulikovo. 96 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $17.95

**2931818 THE ART OF WAR.** By Sun Tzu. Regarded as the world’s oldest military treatise, this compact volume has instructed officers and tacticians for more than 2,500 years. While business thought leaders, and anyone intrigued by competition and rivalry will appreciate this elegant edition of the classic work. 90 pages. Ixia. Pub. at $7.95 $7.95

**2917521 THE ART OF WAR WITH STUDY GUIDE.** By Sun Tzu. This seminal work on the philosophy of successful leadership is as applicable to contemporary business as it is to war, and has become popular among today’s corporate decision-makers. This edition includes a 21st century guide filled with practices and exercises that helps you explore the inherent wisdom of this powerful leaders’ manual. 186 pages. G&D Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

**2922770 MERCENARIES IN THE CLASSICAL WORLD.** By Stephen English. Examines the role of the mercenaries and their influence on the wars of the period dating from the fall of Alexander the Great down to the death of Alexander the Great. It also looks at the social and economic pressures that drove tens of thousands to make a living of fighting for the highest bidder, despite the intense danger. 174 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.00 $12.95

6842100 24 HOURS AT WATERLOO, 18 JUNE 1815. By Robert Kershaw. The truly epic and brutal battle of Waterloo was a pivotal moment in history that would define the course of European politics for generations to come. Through the eyes of such figures as Napoleon Bonaparte, the hour-by-hour account resurrects the human stories at the center of the fighting, creating an authoritative single-volume biography of a landmark battle. 422 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $35.00 $7.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
290236 GREAT NAVAL BATTLES OF THE ANCIENT GREEK WORLD. By Owen Rees. Naval warfare is the unifying theme of this book, which brings to life battles fought in the Mediterranean. The author has taken a selection of thirteen naval battles that span a defining century in ancient Greek history, from the Ionian Revolt and Persian Invasion to the rise of external naval powers in the Mediterranean Sea. Maps. Illus. 280 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $32.95

297034 GREAT BATTLES OF THE CLASSICAL GREEK WORLD. By Owen Rees. Examines a selection of 18 land battles and sieges that span the Classical Greek period, from the Battle of Marathon in 490 BC to the decline of the Achaean League in 431 BC. The battles chosen for inclusion are significant, defining, or impactful. Maps. Illus. 218 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $32.95


29716X NUKING THE MOON: And Other Intelligence Schemes and Military Plots Left on the Drawing Board. By Vincent Houghton. The historian and curator of the International Spy Museum proves that abandoned intelligence plans can be just as illuminating as those that made it into reality. In this fascinating review, Houghton explores what happens when innovation meets disaster, for every plan on the drawing board has the potential to make the difference between battle or ruin.

2970649 MEMOIRS OF A FRENCH NAPOLEONIC OFFICER. By Jean-Baptiste Barres. The superb record of a serving soldier, making light of danger, sharing with the reader the fatigue and privations that attended such campaigning in appalling weather and a hostile country, and rejoicing as much in the outcome of a defeat as in a victory. The book is a revealing account of the universal human experience and a unique insight into a world now long vanished. Maps. Illus. 202 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $39.95

2068910 1954-55: Sworn Cold War Main Battle Tank-MapsCraft 16. By Robert Jackson. As well as tracing the history of the T-54/55, this text is an excellent source of reference for the modeler, providing details of numerous photographs and specialist commissioned models, together with artworks showing the color schemes applied to these tanks. Each section of this title is supported by a wealth of archival photographs. 64 pages. Pen & Sword. At $19.95


2914557 HAGAKURE: The Secret Wisdom of the Samurai. By Yamamoto Tsunetomo. This is the most influential of all Japanese books, written by the famous 18th-century samurai. It describes the philosophy and values of samurai life and is a classic of Japanese literature. It is a must-read for anyone interested in Japanese history, culture, and philosophy. 112 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. At $16.95

6708048 TETUOBUR FOREST AD 9–THE DESTRUCTION OF VARUS AND HIS LEGIONS: Campaign 228. By Michael McNally. Details the battle of Teutoburg Forest, AD 9, when Publius Quinctilius Varus, the Roman governor of Germania Inferior, and four legions of Roman auxiliaries were destroyed by the Germanic chieftains Arminius and his band of followers. Maps. Illus. 286 pages. Tuttle. Paperback. At $16.95


6835309 GREEK HOPLITE VERSUS PERSIAN WARRIOR: Combat 31. By Chris McNab. Fully illustrated with modern photographs and archival images, and drawing directly on primary source material, this book re-creates the most spectacular event in ancient history. The book is a fascinating review of the fighting men of Greece and Persia and the tactics and weapons they employed in battle. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. At $20.00

2857820 LAWRENCE OF ARABIA'S SECRET AIR FORCE: Based on the Diary of Flight Sergeant George Hynes. By James Patrick Hynes. George Hynes was an aircraft mechanic and became responsible for keeping the flight's somewhat elderly aircraft airworthy whilst flying out in the region's difficult desert conditions. His diary gives clear insight into the conditions he endured, the actions that took place, and the many insurmountable problems that occurred. 146 pages of photos. Pen & Sword. Paperback. At $39.95
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**2872471** CHURCHILL TANK, By Nigel Montgomery. The most important tank of its type during WWII, the Churchill was produced in the thousands, with multipurpose capabilities that help extend its service in the post-war years. With the restoration of a Churchill Mark IV by the author at its center, this volume delves into every mechanical and operational aspect of this tank. Fully illus., many in color. 160 pages. Haynes. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**2975785** THE BATTLE OF THE CATALANIAUS Fields, AD 48. By Evan Michael Schultheis. Traditionally considered one of the pivotal battles in Early Imperial Chinese history, this volume delves into the circumstances that led to the battle and the outcome, putting it into the broader context of the battlefields along with selections from the relevant ephemera and color plates. Includes insightful text that examines the M4’s capabilities that help extend its service in the post-war years. With the restoration of a Churchill Mark IV by the author at its center, this volume delves into every mechanical and operational aspect of this tank. Fully illus., many in color. 160 pages. Haynes. Pub. at $17.95. **$12.95**

**2871496** TANKS, By Michael E. Haswell. With photographs of 50 of the key tanks and armored fighting vehicles from 1918 to the present day packed with detailed specifications and development history. Each entry includes an annotated cutaway, three-view drawing, and in-depth discussion of the campaigns, technology, and potential future use. 192 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **$26.95**

**2968029** VOICES FROM THE PENINSULA: Eyewitness Accounts by Soldiers of Wellington’s Army, 1808-1814, Ed. by Ian Fletcher. Drawing on original letters, diaries and memoirs, Fletcher presents a superb insight into the daily lives of British soldiers in this momentous period and evokes such key battles and sieges as Victoria, Salamanca, Vitoria and San Sebastian. 16 pages of illus., some color. 304 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95. **$7.95**

**2957234** THE WAR FOR GAUL, By Julius Caesar. This remarkable new translation of Caesar’s famous but unappreciative work, captures like never before in English, the gripping and powerfully concise style of the Latin original. From the front lines. As Caesar tells his battle stories he gives an ar
descriptive account of just how bad he has been creating the Caesar of legend. 274 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95. **$22.95**

**2876677** THE GALLIC WAR, By Julius Caesar. Translation of the Latin text by the general of his own campaigns, this historical treasure is also a work of profound literary merit. Caesar’s fascinating account of his conquests offers a trove of details about the culture of the Gauls, and provides an accurate picture of the front lines. As Caesar tells his battle stories he gives an ar
descriptive account of just how bad he has been creating the Caesar of legend. 274 pages. Princeton. Pub. at $27.95. **$22.95**


**2834702** NAPOLEON AT THE BATTLE OF THE NATIONS 1813, By George Natigre. The greatest battle of the Napoleonic Wars, and the campaign that led up to it, is thoroughly studied in this comprehensive volume. From Allied Glorious victory in 1807 to ragged cossacks, in massive battles or small skirmishes, you’ll see the dramatic campaign unfold. Maps & illus., some color. 400 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $59.95. **$44.95**

**2955581** ONLY THE VALIANT: True Stories of Decorated Heroes, Ed. by Laman Underwood. Underwood was the grandson of a decorated veteran and the author delves deep into the personal stories of those who faced death and victory, giving a poignant glimpse of what life was like for the soldiers of Wallenstein’s Army. Well illus., some in color. 208 pages. Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $35.00. **$26.95**

**2978530** REBUILDING SERGEANT PECK, How I Put Body and Soul Back Together After Afghanistan, By John Peck et al. Marine Sgt. John Peck survived an IED that left him with a traumatic brain injury and testing that led to a career-ending injury. He survived another IED three years later that left him with three and a half limbs missing. What followed was a miraculous recovery and this is his honest, comedic, visceral, and inspirational story. 198 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $24.99. **$17.95**

**2922901** RECONSTRUCTING THE NEW MODEL ARMY, VOLUME 1: Regimental Lists April 1645 to May 1649, By Malcolm Wardlaw. Provides a detailed listing of the troop and company commanders who served in the New Model Army during the first four years of its existence. Fully indexed and referenced this resource will allow readers to progress through further exploration of archival and printed sources. 183 pages. Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. **$6.95**

**2850222** ZULU WAR VCS: Victoria Crosses of the Anglo-Zulu War 1879, By Jonathan Worton. Based on the citation records of the British and the extremely thorough research, this volume includes the Victoria Crosses of the Anglo-Zulu War 1879. The author explores every major land battle from the Somme in 1916 to the fall of Baghdad in 2003, utilizing computer-generated battle ranges; combat maneuvers; battalion operation and control detail. Color photos. 332 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95**

**2842475** FAMOUS BATTLES AND SYMBOLS THAT WENT THE MODERN WORLD, 1270-1815, By John Troy to Courtray, By B. Heuser & A.S. Leoussi. The epic battles of European history examined in this volume range from the battle of Troy to Courtray, the encounters at Marathon and Thermopylae, to the wars of the Israelites which inspired the way many later battles would be named. 16 pages of color illus. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95. **$34.95**

**2870260** FIGHTING NAPOLEON: The Recollections of Lieutenant John Hildebrand 35th Foot in the Mediterranean and Waterloo Campaigns, By John Hildebrand. Britain’s struggle against Napoleon ranged across the continents, and the extensive operations of the Royal Navy and the Mediterranean was a key background in this prolonged war of attrition. These lively and entertaining memoirs are certain to be appreciated by Napoleonic enthusiasts. Illus. 212 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95. **$7.95**

**2857569** 40MM NIMROD TANK DESTROYER AND ARMOURED ANTI AIRCRAFT GUN: Armour of the Royal Hungarian Army, By Attilla Bonhard. This armored fighting vehicle was originally designed for anti-tank and anti-aircraft role, but from 1943 it was used against aircraft armed with machine-gunned propellers only for self defense. This profusely illustrated volume contains the tank’s full history and stats. 120 pages. Peko. 11½x8½. Pub. at $41.95. **$31.95**

**2942617** TOUCHING THE DRAGON: And Other Techniques for Surviving Life’s Wars, By H. Bigham. The best result of a horrific leg wound, Hatch’s military career came to an end—and with it the only life he’d ever known. In this story, we witness his long road to recovery. Getting through multiple surgeries and learning to walk again, but getting well mentally would prove to be much tougher. Vintage. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**2886179** DEPARTMENT OF DEFENSE HANDBOOK OF MILITARY SYMBOLS, Ed. by Peter T. Underwood. Provides a quick and convenient source to reference the major symbols for ground, sea, and air combat units; weapons types; and the combat operations they execute. Includes symbol components; tactical graphics; battle dimension; indicators & modifiers; placement of icons; and display ites. Fully illus., many in color. 394 pages. Worel. 8½x11.1. Paperbound. **PRICE CUT TO $2.95**

**2783873** FIELDS OF DEATH: Retracing Ancient Battlefields, By Richard Evans. By combining ancient sources and the latest archaeological research with his personal observations on the ground, Evans brings new perspectives to the battles of the distant past, and shows how important the terrain was every defeat in these clashes. This volume considers battles from 16 pages of photos. 243 pages. Pen & Sword. **PRICE CUT TO $7.95**

**692462X** FIELDS OF BATTLE: Retracing Ancient Battlefields. By Richard Evans. This author applies his specialist knowledge in classical archaeology and topography to a selection of Greek and Roman campaigns and battles, offering new perspectives on these or dramatic events. The subjects highlighted in this volume include some of the most famous episodes and generals in all military history. 16 pages of photos. 233 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **$12.95**
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**★2793199 BROTHERS IN VALOR: Battleground Stories of the 89 African American Veterans Awarded the Medal of Honor.** By Robert F. Jefferson Jr. Paints a vivid portrait of African-American soldiers who carried the flag of freedom and how they resisted the charge. Discusses the basis for all of the histories, traditions, myths, and legends of this famous battle. Many are conflicting, some are highly suspect as to authenticity, but all are intriguing.

$19.95

**★5970121 EYEWITNESS TO THE ALAMO.** By Bill Groneman. Features over 100 descriptions of the Battle of the Alamo by people who were witnesses or who claimed to have witnessed the battle. Discusses the battle of the Alamo as Coll reveals, a highly secretive wing of I.S.I., and how the US government has been used during this period. 142 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**★2812258 IN THE HURRICANE’S EYE: The Genius of George Washington and the Victory at Yorktown.** By Nathaniel Philbrick. Provides a new and provocative way of looking at the war that created the United States. Philbrick's latest study is the comprehensive, authoritative account of the last year of war, and is the culmination of Philbrick’s engagement with American history and the sea over the last twenty years. 32 pages of photos. 368 pages. Penguin. At $28.00 $21.95

**★2816598 BEIRUT RULES: The Murder of a CIA Station Chief and Hezbollah’s War Against America.** By F. Burton & S.M. Katz. The gripping account of CIA Station Chief William Moore’s abduction, torture, and murder at the hands of Hezbollah terrorists. Drawing on never before seen U.S. government documents, as well as interviews with former workers, friends, and family, the authors reveal how the pursuit to find Buckley ignited a war against terror, shaping the Middle East to this day. 16 pages of photos. 390 pages. Berkley. At $28.00 $21.95

**★2916826 AMERICAN CIPHER: Bowe Bergdahl and the U.S. Tragedy in Afghanistan.** By Martin Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive tour of a very complex and dangerous period of history. The narrative and dramatic photograph informs the reader with informative captions the journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons. 224 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. At $45.00 $36.95


**★6896547 THE WAR OF 1812: Writings from America’s Second War of Independence.** Ed. by Donald R. Hickey. On June 10, 1812, the United States formally declared war for the first time in a controversial decision that provoked a swelling of both support and opposition. Here, in 14 letters, speeches, diary entries, newspaper articles, memoir excerpts, poems, and more, is a thorough account of America’s second war of independence. Includes ribbon bookmark. 892 pages. Library of America. At $40.00 PRICE CUT to $24.95

**★6860457 FIGHTER ACES OF THE U.S.A.** By R.F. Toller & T.J. Constable. Jam-packed with the biographies and accounts of dozens of aces, plus capsule biographies, evolution of aircraft, tactics, and armament as seen through the eyes of the 1,400 elite Americans. Amassed the coveted “Ace” title. Includes statistics of American aces, eyebrow-raising facts on enemy aces who fought Americans, and more. Well illus. 400 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12½. At $49.95 $29.95

**★6860457 HISTORY OF THE THIRD SEMINOLE WAR, 1849-1858.** By Joe Knetzch et al. The Seminole Wars of Florida were the longest, costliest, and deadliest of the Indian Wars. Fought at the same time, and here is a thorough, detailed account of the actions and causes of the Third Seminole War, bringing to life the struggles and hardships of the Seminole people and the American military personnel against them. 261 pages. Casemate. At $32.95 $24.95

**★6853919 WEAPONS OF MASS DESTRUCTION: Specters of the Nuclear Age.** By Dr. Richard Miller. An in-depth and comprehensive tour of a very complex and dangerous period of history. The narrative and dramatic photograph informs the reader with informative captions the journey of how we got to where we are and why. A comprehensive account of America’s acquisition of nuclear and thermonuclear weapons. 224 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. At $45.00 $36.95

**★6798583 RED PLATOON: A True Story of American Valor.** By Clinton Romesha. Photos. 378 pages. Schiffer. 12½x9¼. At $45.00 $36.95

**★6795425 INTERNATIONAL STARS AT WAR.** By J.E. Wise, Jr. & S. Baron. Illus. 263 pages. Naval Institute. At $29.95 $19.95

**★6743392 AMERICA’S NEEDLESS WARS: Cautionary Tales of US Involvement in the Philippines, Vietnam, and Iraq.** By David R. Contosta. 206 pages. Prometheus. At $24.00 $19.95


**★7283555 I WILL NOT SURRENDER THE HAIR OF A HORSE’S TAIL: The Victory Campaign 1879.** By Robert N. Watt. Maps & photos. 504 pages. Helion & Company. At $49.95 $37.95

**★6790087 U.S. ARMY OLYMPIC COMPETITIONS 1912-1948.** By Robert D. Thompson. illus. 200 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. At $49.99 PRICE CUT to $11.95
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**★6863116 STRANGE AND OBSCURE STORIES OF THE REVOLUTIONARY WAR.** By Tim Rowland. Discover the events from the American Revolution that you didn’t hear in school. We all know about Washington’s crossing the Delaware and Betsy Ross’s sewing the flag, but how about the little known reason why Washington’s troops survived a plague that wiped out many of his fellow countrymen? Illus. 177 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. At $14.99 $9.95


**★6942563 THE PRINTER AND THE PREDICHER.** By Randy Petersen. Preaching in public spaces across the colonies, George Whitefield inspired the first Great Awakening. Simultaneously, Benjamin Franklin was printing his own brand of common sense in Poor Richard’s Almanac. Their stories are intertwined in a thirty-year friendship that spread ideas and ideas made events around the globe. 281 pages. Thomas Nelson. At $26.99 $9.95

**★2922975 THE RADICALISM OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.** By Gordon S. Wood. Depicts the social, political, and economic consequences of 1776, and how a country’s founders rejected the entire way of English life–its society of feudal dependencies, politics of patronage, and a world view in which people were divided between nobility and “the Herd.” 447 pages. Vintage. Paperback. At $17.95 $5.95

**★2878313 OUR LIVES, OUR FORTUNES AND OUR SACRED HONOR.** By Richard R. Beeman. Chronicles the grueling twenty-two month period between the meeting of the Continental Congress on September 5, 1774, and the audacious decision to declare independence in July 1776. A remarkable story of high-stakes diplomacy, the Continental Congress, came to dedicate themselves to the forging of American independence. 16 pages of photos. 492 pages. Basic. Paperback. At $19.95 $9.95

**★2874316 NIGHTHAWK FOR SEA POWER: A Naval History of the American Revolution.** By Sam Willis. Offers a fascinating naval perspective on one of the greatest of all historical conundrums: How thirteen Americans, which in 1775 began a war with Britain without a navy or an army, won their independence from the greatest naval military power on Earth? Color photos. 572 pages. Norton. At $35.00 $8.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
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2866188 A SOVEREIGN PEOPLE: The Crises of the 1790s and the Birth of American Nationalism. By Carol Berkin. Berkin reveals in this detailed history, that while the Revolution freed the states and the Constitution linked them as never before, it was the Federalists who transformed them into an enduring nation. She argues that by the end of the 1790s, the American people had come to understand that without the Constitution, there could be no United States. 307 pages. Basic. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

2959466 SECRETS OF WASHINGTON: SECRET SPY WAR: The Making of America's First Spymaster. By John A. Nagy. Using Washington’s diary as the primary source, Nagy tells the story of America’s first steps in the field of espionage. Filled with thrilling and never before told stories from the battlefield and behind enemy lines, this is a stunning look at America’s first great military leader. 16 pages of illus. 374 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

6917220 ALEXANDER HAMILTON’S REVOLUTION: His Vital Role as Washington’s Chief of Staff. By Phillip Thomas Tucker. Delivers an in-depth exploration of the critical part played by Hamilton in America’s battle for independence. New information illuminates a little-known and under-published aspect of the founding father’s life. He was not only Washington’s staff officer but also his right-hand man for most of the Revolution. Illus., some color. Skyhorse. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95


* 2952009 THE ROAD TO CHARLESTON: Nathanael Greene and the American Revolution. By John Buchanan. In The Road to Guilford Courthouse, Buchanan explored the first half of the critical Southern Campaign of the Revolutionary War, and introduced readers to his brilliant arch-enemy General Nathanael Greene. In this long-awaited sequel, he brings this story to its dramatic conclusion. Illus. 389 pages. U of Alabama. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

2907747 MARYLAND LOYALISTS IN THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION. By Michael B. Katz. This study uses battlefield terrain analysis and the words of officers and common soldiers to bring to life the crucial role of one militia regiment—the Second Spartans of South Carolina—that fought in virtually every action of the war. This book charts the course of the war from the back country to the capital city of Philadelphia. 328 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $6.95

6884405 William & Catherine: The Patriots. By David Fisher. The indispensable companion volume to the second season of O’Reilly’s historical docudrama TV series, offering a gripping look behind the Revolutionary War through the lives of its leaders, heroes, and traitors. Features such luminaries as Paul Revere, Samuel Adams, George Washington, Benjamin Franklin, Alexander Hamilton, and countless others. Well illus. in color. 310 pages. Holt. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6801544 VALIANT AMBITION: George Washington and His Revolutionary War. By Nathaniel Philbrick. An engrossing look at the American Revolution, especially the relationship between the general and his army, and the four years that led to the notorious fall of Goliath and the gradual emergence of the other, as a true leader. 32 pages of illus. 427 pages. Viking. Pub. at $30.00 $6.95

6910911 REVOLUTION SONG: A Story of American Freedom. By Russell Shorto. The author takes us back to the founding of the American nation, drawing on diaries, letters and autobiographies to flesh out six lives that cast light on the lives we understand that the Revolution was fought over the meaning of individual freedom, a philosophical idea that became a force for violent change. 622 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95 $6.95

6810991 UNHACKING AMERICA: How the War of 1812 Truly Ended the American Revolution. By John Taylor. Taylor re-examines the half-century-long struggle and persistent attempts by the British to stifle American trade after the Treaty of Paris of 1815, which halted over two decades of partial political autonomy from Britain. Randall gives us a fresh look at the American Revolution that shatters the enduring mythology of a swift, clear-cut victory over its great rival. Illus., maps. Noonday. Pub. at $13.910 $9.95

655895X REVOLUTIONS: A Continental History, 1750-1804. By Alan Taylor. The American Revolution is often portrayed as a high-minded, orderly event whose capstone, the ratification of the Constitution, linked them as never before. Alan Taylor reveals in this detailed history, that while these “atheists” in their own times, the radicals who founded America set their sights on a revolution of the mind. From Thomas Jefferson to Benjamin Franklin, these men wanted to liberate not just from one king but from the tyranny of supernatural religion. 366 pages. Norton. Pub. at $28.95 $17.95


6872323 BENEDICT ARNOLD’S ARMY: The 1775 Invasion of Canada During the Revolutionary War. By Arthur S. Lefkowitz. Benedict Arnold, a brilliant combat officer and the country’s most famous traitor, led more than 1,000 men on a ruinous raid into the Maine wilderness in 1775. His objective was the capture of the fortress city of Quebec, the capital of British North America.Arnold, in one of the greatest adventure stories in American history. Illus. 386 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

* 6879136 LEXINGTON AND CONCORD: The Battle Heard Round the World. By George C. Daughan. Daughan reinterprets the battle that launched the American Revolution. Daughan provides a new understanding of a battle that became a template for colonial uprisings in later centuries. It was, Daughan argues, based as much on economic concerns as political ones, the motivations of the farmers and livelihoods, as well as for liberty. 345 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

* 294233X LEXINGTON AND CONCORD: The Battle Heard Round the World. By George C. Daughan. Daughan reinterprets the battle that launched the American Revolution. Daughan provides a new understanding of a battle that became a template for colonial uprisings in later centuries. It was, as the author argues, based as much on economic concerns as political ones. 345 pages. Norton. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95


* 2899919 FOUNDING FEUDS: The Rivalries, Clashes, and Conflicts That Forged a Nation. By Paul Aron. behind the scenes of the Founding Fathers’ attempt to found a nation, there were more petty fights and frictions than the Declaration of Independence. 220 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

* 2889118 THE WAR BEFORE INDEPENDENCE, 1775-1776. By Derek W. Beck. In this captivating blend of careful research and the savviest writing, Beck also pulls back the curtain to the period preceding the Declaration of Independence, just days into the new Revolutionary War. This account brings America’s early upheaval to a ferocious boil in a red-coated battlefield and vividly captures the spirit of the fight. 461 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

* 2957547 OUR SISTER REPUBLICS: The United States in an Age of American Revolutions. By Caitlin Fitz. Fitz re-examines the surprising evolution between fervent early enthusiasm for idealistic unity and the ominous change of heart that followed. Fitz’s rich, engaging history places the young republic on a trajectory that shows the surprising evolution of American exceptionalism. Photos. 334 pages. Liveright. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

* 2873232 BENGEDT ARNOLD’S ARMY: The 1775 Invasion of Canada During the Revolutionary War. By Arthur S. Lefkowitz. Benedict Arnold, a brilliant combat officer and the country’s most famous traitor, led more than 1,000 men on a ruinous raid into the Maine wilderness in 1775. His objective was the capture of the fortress city of Quebec, the capital of British North America. Arnol...
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HEROINES OF MERCY STREET: The Real Nurses of the Civil War. By Pamela D. Toler. The Mercy Street series on PBS. Drawing on diaries, letters, and books written by these pioneering nurses, Toler reveals the true stories of women who served to their country and who met challenges at every step that would have discouraged less determined souls. Photos. 287 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

HEROINES OF MERCY STREET: The Real Nurses of the Civil War. By Pamela D. Toler. The Mercy Street series on PBS. Drawing on diaries, letters, and books written by these pioneering nurses, Toler reveals the true stories of women who served to their country and who met challenges at every step that would have discouraged less determined souls. Photos. 287 pages. Little, Brown. Pub. at $27.00 $6.95

THE BATTLES AND CAMPAIGNS OF CONFEDERATE GENERAL NATHAN BEDFORD FORREST 1861-1865. By John R. Sals. Arranged chronologically by the General’s specific raids and campaigns, this unique examination studies how General Forrest affected the war in the Western Theater. More than 100 original maps make it easy to understand the often complex background, movements, and engagements involving Forrest and his command. 405 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

CITY OF SEDITION: The History of New York City During the Civil War. By John F. Bagnoli. New York City played a key role in the war. No city raised more men, money, and material for the war, and no city raised more hell against it. This is the definitive narrative of the huge—and hugely conflicted—role New York City played in the War Between the States. 16 pages. Photos. 424 pages. Twelve. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

LOST AND BURIED TREASURES OF THE CIVIL WAR. By W.C. Jameson. Collected together for the first time in this fascinating volume are thirty-one tales of some of the most notable and exciting lost treasures of the Civil War. Illus. 128 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $27.95 $21.95

HELL ITSELF: The Battle of the Wilderness, May 5-7, 1864. By Chris Mackowski. Driven by patriotism, loyalty, curiosity, and fire, soldiers on both sides of the Battle of the Wilderness, 1864, located in the Wilderness of Virginia, marveled at the horror that might make it unique in history and travel guide. Mackowski takes you to one of the most storied battlefields of the entire Civil War. Well illus. 168 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

THE GREAT BATTLE NEVER FOUGHT: The Mine Run Campaign, November 16-December 2, 1863. By Chris Mackowski. In Washington, Meade’s political enemies launched an assault against his reputation and credibility. Little attention got the credibly of his victory at Gettysburg come under assault. Mackowski recounts the final chapter of the forgotten fall of 1863, when Meade made one last throw on the East. Although he has finally received their due in this first comprehensive study. Photos. 396 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $13.95

GENERAL LEE’S IMMORTALS: The Battles and Campaigns of the Branch-Lane Brigade in the Army of Northern Virginia, 1861-65. By Michael V. Hunt. This is a vivid account of the events that surrounded the famous Confederate cavalry leader from Kentucky. Provides fresh information on all aspects of Morgan’s life and furnishes a new perspective on the Civil War. The author portrays Morgan as a revolutionary, using the Civil War as a vehicle for unleashing the corruption of his predecessors in the U.S. consul in Hong Kong, his dynamic personality was both his strength and his weakness. Illus. 428 pages. UPky. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

REBEL RAIDERS: The Life of General John Hunt Morgan. By James A. Ramage. The definitive biography of the famous Confederate cavalry leader from Kentucky. Provides fresh information on all aspects of Morgan’s life and furnishes a new perspective on the Civil War. The author portrays Morgan as a revolutionary, using the Civil War as a vehicle for unleashing the corruption of his predecessors in the U.S. consul in Hong Kong, his dynamic personality was both his strength and his weakness. Illus. 428 pages. UPky. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

SEIZING DESTINY: The Army of the Potomac’s Valley Forge and the Civil War Winter That Saved the Union. By Albert Z. Conner Jr. with C. Mackowski. Following the catastrophic defeat at the battle of Fredericksburg in December of 1862, the army of the Potomac settled into winter quarters, and despair settled into the army. However, during the next 93 days, Major General Joseph Hooker literally rebuilt the army from the bottom up and set it on the path to ultimate victory. Illus. & maps. 370 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $34.95 $29.95

GENERAL Lee’s IMMORTALS: The Battles and Campaigns of the Branch-Lane Brigade in the Army of Northern Virginia, 1861-65. By Michael V. Hunt. This is a vivid account of the events that surrounded the famous Confederate cavalry leader from Kentucky. Provides fresh information on all aspects of Morgan’s life and furnishes a new perspective on the Civil War. The author portrays Morgan as a revolutionary, using the Civil War as a vehicle for unleashing the corruption of his predecessors in the U.S. consul in Hong Kong, his dynamic personality was both his strength and his weakness. Illus. 428 pages. UPky. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

THE LAST SIEGE: The Mobile Campaign, 1864. By Paul Brueske. Describes the entire campaign of Mobile in the spring of 1865, from Union and Confederate camp life in the weeks prior to the invasion, through the Federal feint movement at Cedar Point, naval operations in Mobile Bay, to the evacuation of Mobile. Photos. 255 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $32.95 $24.95

A CAMPAIGN OF GIANTS, VOLUME ONE: The Battle for Petersburg, by A. Wilson Greene. In this comprehensive volume, Greene opens his sweeping new three-volume history of the Petersburg Campaign, taking readers from Grant’s crossing of the James in mid-June 1864 to the taut Battle of the Crater on July 30. This is a definitive account of the campaign, with new perspectives on operational and tactical choices by commanders. Maps. 712 pages. UNCP. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95

THE MAPS OF FREDERICKSBURG. By Bradley M. Gottfried. Plows new ground by breaking down Bocab’s “grey smoke” of history into twenty-one map sets, enriched with 124 detailed full color page maps. Keyed to each piece of cartography is a full facing page of detailed text. Breaks down more than 120 maps. The combat depicted on the accompanying map, all of which makes the Fredericksburg story come alive. 331 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $37.50 $23.95

THE MOBILE CAMPAIGN OF 1862, VOLUME I: South Mountain. By Ezra A. Carman. When Robert E. Lee marched his Army into Maryland in early September 1862, Major General George B. McClellan,-volume editor of the Potomac to meet him. As reported in this volume of battle history, one of the participants was the author, who in 1894 solicited accounts from hundreds of veterans. Illus. 522 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $37.50 $7.95
Civil War

**6797032 A VAST SEA OF MISERY.** By Gregory A. Coco. Based upon years of research, this history introduces readers to 160 Confederate field hospitals at Gettysburg. It is a tragic and moving look at the valiant efforts of makeshift medical facilities overwhelmed by a flood of the injured. Well illus. 208 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2844219 WOMEN’S WAR: Fighting and Surviving the American Civil War.** By Stephanie McCurry. Dismantles the long-standing myth that women who were outside of war and shows that they were indispensable actors in the Civil War, as they have been—and continue to be—in all wars. McCurry reveals the vital and sometimes confounding roles women played on and off the battlefield in this groundbreaking reconsideration of the Civil War. 297 pages. Belknap. Pub. at $26.95 $21.95

**810074 MAJOR GENERAL GEORGE H. SHARPE AND THE CREATION OF AMERICAN MILITARY INTELLIGENCE IN THE CIVIL WAR.** By Peter G. Tsouras. Sharpe is celebrated as one of the most remarkable Americans of the Century. He saw the need to build an intelligence organization, the Bureau of Military Information. This volume not only puts Sharpe’s impressive achievements in context, it also provides a unique window into the flow of intelligence reporting during the Civil War. 32 pages of photos. 582 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**DVD 5763312 THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.** This definitive collection brings the most legendary Civil War battles to life across more than 25 fascinating documentary programs. Cutting-edge CGI and accurate dramatizations illustrate archival letters and original diary entries, and the country’s most renowned historians describe the less familiar incidents that add up to the greatest bloodshed on American soil. In Color and B&W. Over 28 hours on fourteen DVDs. New Video. $39.95

**2852130 VICKSBURG IS THE KEY: The Struggle for the Mississippi River. By Will Shea & T.J. Winschel.** Tells the story of the Struggle for the Mississippi River.

**2852955 A FIERY GOSPEL: The Battle Hymn of the Republic and the Road to Righteous War. By Peter G. Tsouras.** The author explores the life and work of a remarkable American of the 19th century. Based upon years of research, this history introduces readers to 160 Confederate field hospitals at Gettysburg. It is a tragic and moving look at the valiant efforts of makeshift medical facilities overwhelmed by a flood of the injured. Well illus. 208 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

**2852626 GETTYSBURG: Battle Briefings.** By Thomas R. Flagel. Considered to be the Civil War’s turning point, Gettysburg is one of the most epic clashes of arms in all of military history, from the legendary stand of Joshua Chamberlain to Pickett’s Charge on the battle’s third and final day. This study provides an informative introduction to this battle. Well illus. 80 pages. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

**2838655 UNION COMMANDS IN SILENCE.** By David A. Powell. Delving into all issues and analyzing the campaign from an operational standpoint, Powell provides an outlook that is found in this insightful study. With original maps, photos and scholarly details, this is a great resource for students of Civil War history. 233 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**2913803 ALL THE WARS CAN’T STOP THEM: The Battles for Chattanooga.** By David A. Powell. Details the dramatic final actions of the battles for Chattanooga: Missionary Ridge and the final Confederate counterattack at the top, where Dexter Clabourd held Grant’s Federals at bay and saved the Army of Tennessee from further disaster. Well illus. 176 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $14.95 $11.95

**2815850 THE BATTLE OF PETERSBURG, JUNE 15-18, 1864.** By Sean Michael Chock. Takes the reader on a behind-the-scenes tour that provides new insight into how Lincoln lived and led the government. Illus. $17.95

**2815842 THE BATTLE OF EZRA CHURCH AND THE STRUGGLE FOR ATLANTA.** By Sean Michael Chock. Takes the reader on a behind-the-scenes tour that provides new insight into how Lincoln lived and led the government. Illus. $17.95

**6928963 THEIR HORSES CLIMBED TREES: A Chronicle of the California 100 and the Galveston Hurricane of 1900. By Lance J. Herdegen.** Presents the history of Californians who left their homes to volunteer and fight in the 2nd Marine Division. The author explores the life and work of a remarkable American of the 19th century. Based upon years of research, this history introduces readers to 160 Confederate field hospitals at Gettysburg. It is a tragic and moving look at the valiant efforts of makeshift medical facilities overwhelmed by a flood of the injured. Well illus. 208 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

**6965442 MAINE ROADS TO GETTYSBURG.** By Rutland Hunt. A compelling history of the battles fought on the Gettysburg battlefield, including those in which Maine units played a key role. Photos. 384 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $59.99

**2838710 MAKING GEORGIA HOWL!** By Dave Dougherty. The definitive study of the 5th Ohio and Kilpatrick’s campaign in Sherman’s army. Dougherty provides detailed accounts of the battles, including the diary and letters of Commissary Sergeant William H. Harding, a member of Company K of the 5th OVC. From August 1862 until January 1863, Harding wrote 428 pages. Well illus. Stackpole. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.00 $15.95

**6796214 THE GENERALS OF SHILOH: Character in Leadership, April 6-7, 1862.** By Larry Tagg. Tagg’s new study presents detailed accounts of the strategic and tactical decisions of his subjects, coupled with a thorough account of each man’s actions on the field of Shiloh and, if he survived that battle, his fate thereafter. 241 pages. Savas Beatie. Pub. at $32.95 $19.95

**2951608 CIVIL WAR PLACES: Seeing the Conflict Through the Eyes of Its Leading Historians.** Ed. by G.W. Gallagher & J.M. Gallman. In a series of essays, some of the most esteemed historians of the Civil War select a significant meaningful place related to the war and narrate its strategic significance. Ring included are accounts of on a wide assortment of places—Devil’s Den at Gettysburg, Hollywood Cemetery in Richmond, the McLean House in Appomattox, and more. Photos. 199 pages. UNCP. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00

**2943751 THE CALCULUS OF VIOLENCE: How Americans Fought the Civil War.** By Edward G. Longacre. Demonstrates that well-meaning restraints led to more carnage by implicitly justifying the killing of people who were not protected by the laws of war. As the Civil War raged, commanders forced a new reckoning with traditional categories of lawful combatants and raised legal disputes that still hang over military operations around the world today. Illus. 456 pages. Harvard. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

**2951584 THE CAVALRY AT GETTYSBURG.** By Edward G. Longacre. Attempting to fill the gap left by previous literature on Gettysburg, Longacre covers the artillery and the role it played in the campaign in this comprehensive analysis of the battle. Photos. 338 pages. Bison. Paperbound. $18.95

**6974989 VICKSBURG: THE PHOTOGRAPHER AND THE PERSPECTIVE.** By Richard S. Lowry.resents the history of Californians who left their homes to volunteer and fight in the 2nd Marine Division. The author explores the life and work of a remarkable American of the 19th century. Based upon years of research, this history introduces readers to 160 Confederate field hospitals at Gettysburg. It is a tragic and moving look at the valiant efforts of makeshift medical facilities overwhelmed by a flood of the injured. Well illus. 208 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95

**6969380 LINCOLN’S SENIOR GENERALS: Photographs and Biographical Sketches of the Major Generals of the Union Army.** By Thomas G. Glavin. Includes biographies of 133 Major Generals to lead the Union Army. Their photographs and biographical sketches are provided in this candid view of the Union leaders. Photos. 384 pages. Prometheus. Pub. at $28.00 $17.95

**2810178 THE LAST WEEKS OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN: A Day-by-Day Account of His Personal, Political, and Military Challenges.** By David Alan Johnson. Going beyond tactics and troop maneuvers, this study considers the personalities of the two opposing generals—Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant—and their military strategies, which they held colossal advantages. Maps & photos. 692 pages. Potomac. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**6952715 BATTLE OF WILLIS: Ulysses S. Grant, Robert E. Lee, and the Last of the Civil War.** By David Alan Johnson. Going beyond tactics and troop maneuvers, this study considers the personalities of the two opposing generals—Robert E. Lee and Ulysses S. Grant—and their military strategies, which they held colossal advantages. Maps & photos. 692 pages. Potomac. Pub. at $34.95 $21.95

**6909213 RISING IN FLAMES: Sherman’s March and the Fight for a New Nation.** By J.D.Dickey. Tells the dramatic story of the armies of the Civil War. Dickey brilliantly explains how this colossal struggle provided a radiant and violent rebirth for a nation on the edge of collapse, and helped create a vigorous new country from the cities of the North and the farms of the South. 513 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95 $17.95

**2816253 RIVER OF DEATH, VOLUME ONE: The Chickamauga Campaign.** By William Glenn Robertson. Delving deep into the strategic machinations, military maneuvers, and smaller clashes that led to the bloody events of September 19-20, 1863, Robertson reveals in this richly detailed and comprehensive study that the Battle of Chickamauga was as consequential as the unfolding of the battle itself. Maps. 680 pages. UNCP. Pub. at $45.00 $34.95


**6974120 UNION SOLDIERS IN THE AMERICAN CIVIL WAR.** By Lance Hart. 158 pages. Savas Beatie. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

**Civil War**


**Vietnam War**

DVO 694146X VIETNAM: The Ten Thousand Day War. Collects all 26 episodes of this landmark documentary series that won several awards when it first aired in 1981. Peter Arnett's script mixes military history, politics, and intelligence testimony from key historical figures told with candor and journalistic balance. Over eleven hours on 4 DVDS. TIMELIFE. $7.95


**Korean War**

DVF 4473914 KOREA: The Forgotten War, 1950-1953. This engrossing collection tells the complete story of the Cold War’s first bloody and brutal conflict. Packed with color and 1500 photographs, these four packed DVDs, you’ll watch as North Korea invades South Korea; where he worked with some of the toughest soldiers in the world, executing missions in the murderous terrain of the Rung Sat Special Zone and Dong Island. Photos. 321 pages. Bodleian Library. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.99 $5.95


**DEAD CENTER: A Marine Sniper’s Two-Year Odyssey in the Vietnam War. By Ed Kugler.** For many Americans in the 1960s, Vietnam was a distant and confusing war. But Ed Kugler was a Marine sniper in Vietnam, fighting in the most dangerous and deadly battles of the war.

2925192 THE TYPHOON TRUCE, 1970: Three Days in Vietnam When Nature Intervened in the War. By Robert F. Curtis. The “typhoon truce” caused the war to stop for three days on three islands of the South China Sea. The U.S. military could not predict the arrival of the typhoon. The result of the typhoon was devastating, but it also gave U.S. military leaders the opportunity to evaluate the war and consider whether or not to continue it.

6828256 YOU DON’T LOSE ‘TIL YOU QUIT TRYING: Lessons on Adversity and Victory from the heroes of the Vietnam prisoner camp. By Laila Davis. This book tells the stories of eight prisoners who used their experiences in Vietnam to become successful in their post-war lives. The authors discuss their experiences in Vietnam, their experiences after their release, and how they have used those experiences to help others.


697791X THE POLITICALLY INCORRECT GUIDE TO THE VIETNAM WAR. By Phillip Jenkins. This book provides a political perspective on the Vietnam War, discussing the political and economic factors that contributed to the United States’ involvement in the war. The author also discusses the impact of the Vietnam War on American society.

28915731 ZERO TU FROM: Being True. By Amy Shively Hawk. This book is a memoir of a young woman who served in Vietnam as a nurse. The author shares her experiences in the war, including her interactions with the Vietnamese people and the challenges she faced as a nurse.

6913501 THE VIETNAM WAR: The Definitive Illustrated History. By David L. Johansen. This book provides a comprehensive overview of the Vietnam War, including the political, military, and social factors that contributed to the war. The author also includes details about the experiences of American soldiers and the impact of the war on American society.

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
Vietnam War


**872298 HEROES OF OUR TIME: 239 Men of the Vietnam War Awarded the Medal of Honor 1964-1972.** By Michael N. Jordan. Sr. Offers a dramatic and moving tribute to American heroism during battle, by presenting the official citations for all Honor recipients from the Vietnam War. Also included are classified documents concerning the men, and newspaper accounts of various battles. 16 pages of photos. 351 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $24.95

**290009 HONORABLE EXIT: How a Few Brave Americans Risked All to Save Our Vietnamese Allies at the End of the War.** By Thurston Clarke. In a riveting account of one of our nation’s finest hours, the acclaimed author reveals how Americans, in a thrilling race against time, helped more than one hundred thousand South Vietnamese escape communist revenge in the last days of the Vietnam War. 16 pages of photos. 430 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $30.00


**2815893 BLOODY SIXTEEN: The USS Orskany and Air Wing 16 During the Vietnam War.** By Peter Fey. Portrays the Orskany and its heroes in an indelible memorial to the fallen of cow-16 in hopes that the lessons learned from such strategic disasters are not forgotten in today’s sphere of warrent politics. 16 pages of photos. 395 pages. Pen & Ink Books. Pub. at $32.95

**6858252 WE FEW: U.S. Special Forces in Vietnam.** By Nick Brokhausen. During the Vietnam War, the author was part of a small team dropped behind enemy lines, tasked with gathering vital information and returning alive. He and the other members of CCN trained hard and fought hard, relying on pure aggression to survive. His account of their incredible missions they undertook is unforgettable. 16 pages of photos. 251 pages. Camerata. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95


**777681 ROAD TO DISASTER: A New History of America’s Descent into Vietnam.** By Brian VanDeMark. The first account of the Vietnam War to look at the catalytic decisions of those in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations through recent research in college and organizational theory to explain why “the best and the brightest” became trapped in situations that suffocated creative thinking and a willingness to dissent. 622 pages. Metropolitan. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95

**2849658 VIETNAM BAO CHI: Warriors of Word and Film.** By Marc Philipp Yablonka. The story of the American soldiers, Marines, airmen, sailors and Coast Guardsmen whose job it also was to record the conflict in the jungles of Vietnam. America’s veterans with their weapons and 50-pound backpacks, they recorded the battles with still or TV cameras, pens and pads of paper. Their task: to show the bravery and the good that the Men of Bao Chi told by U.S. troops in Vietnam. 304 pages. Camerata. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95


**696130 MEMORIES UNLEASHED: Vietnam Legacy.** By Carl Rudolph Small. An assemblage of memories, of stories that stand alone to create a whole greater than the sum of its parts. The author addresses the warrior, the lives of innocent people caught up in the war, and the American and Vietnamese families impacted by those who fought in this gripping memoir. Vietnam. 180 pages. Camerata. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95

**2957345 PRISONER OF WAR: Six Years in Hanoi.** By John M. McGrath. After returning home from six years as a POW in Vietnam, McGrath believed that the story of life in the prison camps must be told, for the sake of history and to dispore forever the claims of the Communist government that the war against them was a holy cause. These simple drawings present a straightforward tale of the survival of these men. 114 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95

**2952335 VALOR IN VIETNAM, 1965-1977: Chronicles of Honor, Courage, and Sacrifice.** By B.C. Clark. From the personal stories of nineteen stories of Vietnam, stories of celebrated characters in the veteran community, compelling war narratives, vignettes of battles, and the role of Naval Aviators on the combatants. This is replete with leadership lessons as well as lessons learned that are just as applicable today as they were forty years ago. Illus. 288 pages. Case mate. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**6791670 THUNDER OVER VIETNAM: The American Air War in Southeast Asia.** By Alejandro Villalva. Chronicles the U.S. Air Force’s operations in Vietnam, covering the aircraft, combat operations, and the development of the Vietnam War. The author is also an Air Force pilot. Perfect for the armchair general and one of the finest books on the air war. Fully illus., most in color. 131 pages. Stackpole. 8½ x 11. Paperback. Pub. at $25.95

**DVD 2824752 VIETNAM AIR WAR.** Dodging superior air power, American pilots flew suicidal missions to attack North Vietnamese targets. The pilots who risked their lives were forever shaped by war, but whose faith has led them back to Vietnam to love, serve, and care for the people of that beautiful land. 40 minutes. Dreamscape Media. Pub. at $14.95

**6865140 BY WAR & BY GOD: The Story of the Vietnam War’s Largest Battle.** By Robert Pstor. This immersive narrative of action at Khe Sanh is a timely reminder of the human cost of war, and a visceral portrait of Vietnam’s fiercest and most epic clash. This battle Pstor sets forth the history, the politics, the strategies, and above all the desperate reality of the battle that became the turning point of U.S. involvement in Southeast Asia. 337 pages. Doubleday. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99

**2892146 THE PSYCHOLOGICAL WAR FOR VIETNAM, 1960-1968.** By Mervyn Edwin Roberts III. Addresses the development of PSYOP (psychological operations) doctrine and training in the mid-1960s, the production of ground combat forces in 1965 and Roberts shows how the course of the war itself forced changes to this doctrine. Maps, 360 pages. UPs. $59.95

**5899745 BY HONOR BOUND: Two Navy SEALs, the Medal of Honor, and a Story of Extraordinary Courage.** By Tom Norris et al. The story of Tom Norris and Mike Thornton, two American heroes who grew up very differently, entered military service and the Navy SEAL teams for vastly different reasons, and were thrown together for a single combat mission. One that would determine their lives from that day forward. 252 pages. St. Martin’s. $25.95

**6890238 BY HONOR BOUND: Two Navy SEALs, the Medal of Honor, and a Story of Extraordinary Courage.** By Tom Norris et al. The story of Tom Norris and Mike Thornton, two American heroes who grew up very differently, entered military service and the Navy SEAL teams for vastly different reasons, and were thrown together for a single combat mission. One that would determine their lives from that day forward. 252 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99


**2902478 SHERMAN LEAD: Flying the F-4D Phantom II in Vietnam.** By Gaillard R. Peck, Jr. As seen through the eyes of a fighter pilot, this engaging memoir is the story of a fighter pilot, his colleagues, his squadron, and his machine, the mighty F-4 Phantom II, at war, 16 pages of photos, some color. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $32.00

**885351X THE 38TH TACTICAL FIGHTER WING AT KORAT ROYAL THAI AIR FORCE BASE 1972.** By Don Logan. Discusses in detail the 38th Tactical Fighter Wing, the squadrons and the aircraft they flew: the F-105G Wild Weasel, A-7D, EB-66, EC-121, and C-130. Logan also covers the missions types, as well as operations of the Wing during the Linebacker and Campaign over North Vietnam in 1972. Well illus., most in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95
Vietnam War

**6796080** THE OTTOMAN ENIGMA: War, Revolution, and the Making of the Modern Middle East, 1900-1923. By Sean McMeekin. With great storytelling flair, McMeekin serves up an astonishing retelling of 20th-century history from the Ottoman perspective, delivering wide new insights into World War I and the contemporary Middle East. 550 pages. Penguin. At $35.00

**6761887** UNEXPLAINED MYSTERIES OF WORLD WAR II. By Jeremy Harwood. Showcases the best unexplained mysteries of WWII, drawing on the latest historical research to come up with at least some of the answers. A fascinating, informative reference, written in a story-like style that is straight historical. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages. Firefly. Paperback. At $24.95

**2851997 THE LAST DAYS OF WORLD WAR II.** Included in this two-DVD set are: The Last Days of World War II which recounts the unrivaled Allied advance that finally crushed the Third Reich, USS Eagle 56: Accident or Target? In April, 1945 an American boat off the coast suddenly exploded, kill all but 13 of its 63 officers. Last Secrets of the Axis examines the historical confluence that led to the German-Japanese alliance. In Color and B&W. Over 4 hours. A&E.

**2873753 SECRETS OF A GERMAN POW: The Capture and Interrogation of Hauptmann Herbert Cieff.** By Brian Brinkworth. Delivers the riveting story of Hauptmann Herbert Cieff, captured in Libya on November 6, 1942. Interrogated both in the Western desert and the United Kingdom, Cieff reveals tantalizing and surprisingly detailed tips about German operations, enigmatic yet intriguing revelations that to this day cannot be verified. 16 pages of photos. 182 pages. Skyhorse. At $22.99

**6793433 SHERMAN TANK, Vol. 1: America’s M4A1 Medium Tank in World War II.** By David Doyle. Documents the development and production of the M4A1 through its many variations, and tells the combat use around the globe. Extensive archival photographs are augmented by stunning color images of preserved tanks, taking the reader day-by-day, hour-by-hour account of how the M4A1 changed the course of history. Photos. 317 pages. Penguin. At $34.95

**2912432 FUBAR: Soldier Slang of World War II.** By Gordon L. Rottman. From “Spam-bashers” to “passion wagons” to “hell’s ladies,” the WWII fighting man was known by an array of colorful and often profane words. FUBAR is the ultimate source of wartime slang. The book includes over 5000 slang terms, and explores the origins of military slang. Photos. 336 pages. Maritime Perennial. At $20.00

**2922851 OPERATION GOODWOOD: Over the Battlefield.** By IanDAYGlo. The largest tank battle of the Normandy campaign, in 3-D. For North-West Europe, the story of Operation GOODWOOD has fascinated soldiers and historians alike. This important study goes beyond the battle, grabbing away much of the myth that has grown up around this famous operation while bringing to light little-known events. Well illus. 272 pages. Pen & Sword Paperback. At $19.95

**2796902 WWII: Rampage Across Europe.** By Bart M. Gudmundston. The most famous battle of the war, D-Day. The True Glory: San Pietro (The Battle of San Pietro); The Liberation of Rome; Denmark Fights for Freedom Today. In B&W. Over 5 hours on four DVDs. Topics Entertainment. At $14.99

**2835787 BRITISH POSTERS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR.** By Richard Sticcombe. Chronicles the development and demise of the British propaganda poster during WWII and the immediate following year. It explores the eventual rise of a distinctive British approach to poster propaganda, which incorporated humor, memorable slogans and modern design aesthetics to support a variety of wartime initiatives. Fully illus., in most color. 88 pages. Imperial War Museum. Paperback. At $20.00

**6796827 DAS REICH: The March of the SS Panzer Division Through France, June 1944.** By Max Hastings. Within days of the D-Day landings, the “Das Reich” 2nd SS Panzer Division marched north through France to reinforce Panzer divisions of every military discipline, from the march by saboteurs of the Resistance and agents of the Allied Special Forces, the Das Reich took savage reprisals, as recounted here.

**2872129 DARKEST HOUR: How Churchill Brought England Back from the Brink.** By Andrew Roberts. In this gripping day-by-day, often hour-by-hour account of how a sometimes uncertain Churchill transformed Britain around, the author exposes sides of the man never seen before. Using new archival material, McCarten explores the crucial behind the scenes moments that changed the course of history. Photos. 317 pages. Harper/Perennial. Paperback. At $19.95

**2825590 THE WORLD REMADE: Americans in World War I.** By J.G. Caveney. A comprehensive collection of insightful documentary programs covering all of WWII: The Dawn of War (11 episodes), The Fight for Freedom (10 episodes), War in the Pacific (24 episodes), Hitler: The Untold Story (13 episodes); and WWII Remembered (10 programs). Color and B&W. Over fifty-two hours on 11 DVDs. Mill Creek. At $29.98

**2830116 EVE OF A HUNDRED MIDNIGHTS: The Star-Crossed Love Story of Two WWII Correspondents and Their Epic Escape Across the Pacific.** By Bill Lascher. Mel and Annalee had worked in China and Japan, before joining the State Department. By turns inspiring, poignant, wittily, and even defeatist, the terms collected here paint the black humor of the man on the ground. Photos. 317 pages. Harper Perennial. At $19.95

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

**2854081 THE GERMAN JEEP: World War II 4X4 Command Vehicle.** By Michael Ford. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

World War I & World War II

**6919588 WWII: THE War That Changed the World.** Now in an abridged edition. This is a comprehensive collection of insightful documentary programs covering all of WWII: The Dawn of War (11 episodes), The Fight for Freedom (10 episodes), War in the Pacific (24 episodes), Hitler: The Untold Story (13 episodes); and WWII Remembered (10 programs). Color and B&W. Over fifty-two hours on 11 DVDs. Mill Creek. At $29.98

**2930544 THE NUREMBERG TRIALS: The Nazis Brought to Justice.** By Alexander Macdonald. In November 1945, 21 Nazi leaders were found guilty of war crimes at Nuremberg’s Palace of Justice. A fascinating account of these trials, the accumulation and recognition of evidence, and the defense accused sought to justify crimes that, directly or indirectly, led to the deaths of over 60 million people across the world. Photos. 192 pages. Arbor Press. Paperback. At $9.95

**2925532 THE TOMMIES’ MANUAL 1916.** Ed. by Hannah Holman. Combines the best of the amazing array of leaflets, books and manuals that were issued by the War Office during WWII to aid British soldiers behind the Western Front. Well illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Paperback. At $16.00

**2925531 THE TOMMIES’ MANUAL 1917.** Ed. by Hannah Holman. Combines the best of the amazing array of leaflets, books and manuals that were issued by the War Office during WWII to aid British soldiers behind the Western Front. Well illus. 320 pages. Amberley. Paperback. At $16.00

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95

**2881004 SEA DOG BAMSE: World War II Canine Hero.** By A. Whitson & A. Orr. This is the story of one of the Second World War's most unusual animal heroes: a big St. Bernard who became an expert for the Royal Norwegian Forces and a symbol of freedom and inspiration for Allied troops throughout Europe. Photos. 196 pages. Britannia. Paperback. At $11.95
2783657 AN EXTRAORDINARY ITALIAN IMPRISONMENT: The Brutal Truth of Camp 21, 1943-1945, by Brenda Brody. Superbly researched, this engrossing volume provides a unique insight into PG 21, a notorious Italian Camp for Allied POWs, at Chieti between August 1942 and September 1943, exposing the shocking mistreatment by the prison staff. 16 pages of illus. 251 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95 $6.95

2685475 HOW TO KEEP WELL IN WARTIME. First published in 1943, this classic and much-admired guide offers advice on everything from eating and drinking to exercise and good health, to coping with “sex problems.” 48 pages. Imperial War Museum. Pub. at $11.00 $4.95

5734847 THE ANVIL OF WAR: General Gerow’s Defense of the Eastern Front During World War II. Ed. by Peter G. Tsouras. Presents U.S. Army-commanded reports by two highly ranked German officers who served on the disastrous Russian Front. Their show how the Germans adapted techniques to cope with their enemy’s great numerical superiority and managed to sometimes drive back the steamroller Russian forces during the German retreat. Illus. 302 pages. Skyhorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $4.95


2863734 101 THINGS YOU DIDN’T KNOW ABOUT WORLD WAR I: The People, Battles, and Aftermath of the Great War. By Erik Sass. Find out all the fascinating trivia you didn’t know about the Great War. 525 pages. Livewood. Pub. at $29.95 $8.95

2920054 THE FIRST DAY OF THE BLITZ: SEPTEMBER 7, 1940. By Peter Stansky. On September 7, 1940, wounding fear and stork by the Luftwaffe plunged London into a cauldron of fire and devastation. Stansky recreates that day in all its horror, using rich archival sources and first-hand accounts and weaves together the stories of the people who recorded their experiences of the opening hours of the Blitz. 212 pages. Yale. Paperback. Pub. at $16.50 $5.95

2859076 LAST HOPE ISLAND: Britain, Occupied Europe, and the Brotherhood That Led the Resistance in the Battlefields of Europe. Ed. by P. Cooke & B.H. Shepherd. An authoritative and accessible survey of the leading experts in the field, that provides a reliable, in-depth, up-to-date account of the resistance in each region and country along with an assessment of its effectiveness and the nature of the Axis reaction to it. A significant contribution to the debates about the outcome of the war itself. As war raged in full swing in Europe, London was a focal point of resistance to the blitz, disrupting the daily lives of all Britons and inspiring the people of all countries. Memories of this gritty time, of people who risked their lives to ensure that their loved ones survived by gathering supplies and passing them to those in need. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $12.95

6943624 THE GREAT ARMIES: THE UNITED STATES ARMY, the British, and French. By Lynne Olson. The story of World War II is told here through the experiences of the three major allies. The book is a balanced study of the major participants and events, and a chronicle of the war’s impact on the Allied nations and their people. 451 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $30.00 $18.95

6900052 DESTINATION CASABLANCA: Exile, Espionage, and the Battle for North Africa in World War II. By Meredith Moorehead. Among the anti-fascist resistance that rose against Mussolini during WWII was a family from Florence: Amelia, Carlo, and Nello Rosselli. Drawing on extensive research, Moorehead reveals a family united by loyalty, duty, and courage in their shared battle against oppression. Photos. 432 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $32.99 $9.95

2909871 A BOLD AND DANGEROUS FAMILY: The Remarkable Story of an Italian Mother, Her Two Sons, and Their Fight for Freedom. By Harry Yeide. The story of the specialized U.S. armored force that was designed specifically to kill enemy tanks in direct combat. It follows the men who fought in some of the most epic battles of World War II in France, Flanders, and the Netherlands. In their fight against the Wehrmacht’s Panzer divisions, the tank killers demonstrated that even the most heavily armed and armored tanks were vulnerable to the assault of the specialized U.S. armored force. Photos. 247 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

5693578 AUGUST 1914: France, the Great War, and a Month That Changed the World Forever. By Bruno Cabanel. Drawing from diaries, personal correspondence, police reports, and government archives, Cabanes offers a fresh and unique study of the first weeks of World War I in France. Told from the perspective of ordinary men and women, this revealing edition deepens our understanding of the traumatic impact of war on soldiers and civilians alike. 230 pages. Yale. Pub. at $27.50 $7.95

6891320 GERMAN ARTILLERY OF WORLD WAR TWO. By Ian V. Hogg. Contains details of the general organization of the German artillery arm, together with a comprehensive history of the weapons and their ammunition. Includes comprehensive data tables and appendices including a glossary of terms. Compact volume is a complete story of German artillery during WWII. 304 pages. Frontline. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $7.95

6810632 THE MATHEWS MEN: Seven Battles and a War Against Hitler’s U-Boats. By Allan Clarke. An extraordinary true story of the large and secret U-boat warfare of World War II. 258 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

6770630 POSTERS OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR. Between 1914 and 1918, no other form of popular appeal had such a profound effect on the lives of ordinary people as the poster. Here the most iconic WWI posters are reproduced in full color, capturing the dynamism energy of this popular medium at the height of its influence. Fully illus. in color. 148 pages. Imperial War Museum. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

4616472 TANK TIGER. By Marcus Over. The most famous tank of WWII, the German Tiger I dominated the European theater of operations during the conflict. Drawing on a wealth of research, detailed artwork and contemporary photographs, this compact volume is a complete guide to iconic machines: their strengths, weaknesses and success on the battlefield. 140 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $12.00 $8.95

2920476 EUROPEAN RESISTANCE IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR. Ed. by P. Cooke & B.H. Shepherd. An authoritative and accessible survey of the leading experts in the field, that provides a reliable, in-depth, up-to-date account of the resistance in each region and country along with an assessment of its effectiveness and the Axis reaction to it. A significant contribution to the debates about the outcome of the war itself. As war raged in full swing in Europe, London was a focal point of resistance to the blitz, disrupting the daily lives of all Britons and inspiring the people of all countries. Memories of this gritty time, of people who risked their lives to ensure that their loved ones survived by gathering supplies and passing them to those in need. 286 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95 $9.95

6920729 WORLD W1 COMPANION. Ed. by Matthias Strohn. In the centenary of the outbreak of World War I, fourteen renowned historians from around the world examine some of the key aspects of the war, providing a wide-ranging analysis of the experience of soldiers, farmers, and the civilian population around the world. 272 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $27.95 $9.95

2856037 WHY THE GERMANS LOST: The Rise and Fall of the Black Eagle. By Lynn Olson. In the wake of the defeat and downfall of the German army, the days of Frederick the Great to the dying days of WWII, illustrates the various tactical flaws that undermined the might of the most pivotal episodes of world history, as well as the shrewdness and resilience and bravery of the Allies that precipitated their success. 16 pages of photos. 247 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95 $11.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
2925680 WHY THE JAPANESE LOST: The Red Sun’s Setting. By Bryan Ferrill. Tells the story of a war unlike any other in history, fought between a nation that believed itself to be invincible, even when its strength was being systematically destroyed by the greatest individual power in the world, the author dissects, analyzes and endeavors to explain the root causes and pivotal decisions that led to Japan’s defeat. 16 pages of photos. 234 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $38.95

**SOLD OUT**

675583 PRINCETOWN: The Bitter Battle Inside Britain’s Royal Family in the Darkest Days of WWII. By Deborah Cadbury. In 1936, the British monarchy faced the greatest threats to its survival in the modern era—the crisis of abdication and the menace of Nazism. The fate of the country rested in the hands of George V’s unequipped sons: King George VI, Prince Henry, Prince George, and King Edward VIII. Here is their story. 16 pages of photos. 357 pages. PublicAffairs.

$16.99

6875960 STALIN’S SECRET WAR: The NKVD on the Eastern Front. By Rupert Butler. The agents of the NKVD, the police organization responsible for controlling every aspect of army and civilian life under Stalin, waged a merciless campaign against their own people. This graphic account reveals that the excesses of this sinister organization were a brutal example of the full horror and the massive scale and pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $29.95

$14.95

681485 LENIN ON THE TRAIN. By Catherine Meridale. Drawing on eyewitness testimonies and wartime archives, Meridale provides a riveting account of this enormously consequential journey as well as the underground conspiracy and subterfuge that went into making it happen. The journey across Europe to Petrograd is where Vladimir Lenin ignited the Russian revolution and forever changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 354 pages. 8x10¾. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $20.00

$9.95

6866845 STURMGESCHUTZ IV: Photosniper 13. By Lukasz Gladysia et al. Historical and contemporary photographers, exhaustively detailed scale drawings, full color photos of individual details, and stunning commissioned artwork all come together to create a fine pictorial testament to this formidable machine of World War Two. 86 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $.95

**DVD 4579240 GREY WOLVES: War–The Archive Collection.** Compelling documentaries provide an in-depth treatment of Germany’s fierce U-boat war, capturing the devastating combat of these formidable monsters of the sea in three chapters, 1939-1941; 1942-1943; and 1943-1945. Historic wartime footage, vivid photographs, and fascinating narration track the exploits of the U-boats in all theaters of conflict. Three hours on 3 DVDs. ArtisMag. Pub. at $29.95

$19.95

6886175 1941: FIGHTING THE SHADOW WAR. By Marc Worton. Combining military and political history, this is the eye-opening story of how President Franklin D. Roosevelt took the country to war, and of the clandestine struggle during the first 18 pages before Pearl Harbor. Photos. 409 pages. Atlantic Monthly. Pub. at $27.00

$5.95

6847388 1941–FIGHTING THE SHADOW WAR: A Divided America in a World at War. By Jakob Zumwalt. zumwalt the gripping account of the little-known story behind America’s clandestine involvement in WWII. Even before the attack on Pearl Harbor, FOR, or Combined Communications Center, was at work without breaking the Neutrality Acts. Combining military and political history, Worton tells the story of how FOR took America to war. Illus. 409 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$4.95

6870756 WORLD WAR II ABANDONED PLACES. By Michael Kenna. Featuring imprescriptible bunkers, crashed aircraft, shipwrecked submarines and secret underground factories, this collection of stunning full-page photographs preserves 150 locations from Greenland to the South Pacific. The result is a magnificent and the history of mankind’s greatest conflict. 224 pages. Amber. $22.95

$17.95

6882935 TANK WRECKS OF THE EASTERN FRONT 1941-1945: Images of War. By Anthony Tucker-Jones. Four years of armored battle on the Eastern Front in the Second World War. Records from both sides, this account covers the strategic decisions, the operational art, the tactics, and the personal stories of the battle, as seen through the eyes of the participants–narrating the story of the largest tank battle in history. Maps & photos. 638 pages. Stackpole. 8x10¼. Pub. at $44.95

**SOLD OUT**

6784837 THE GREAT DESERT ESCAPE. By Keith Warren Lloyd. Brings to light a little-known escape by 25 determined German sailors from an American prisoner of war camp in 1944. At the camp at Papago Park, just outside of Phoenix, the disciplined German turns out through a rock-hard soil and crossed the unforgiving Arizona desert heading for Mexico, and who would get them back to the Fatherland, 16 pages of photos. 261 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $19.95

$9.95

2926598 THE BATTLE OF PROKHOROVKA: The Tank Battle at Kursk, the Largest Clash of Armor in History. By Christopher A. Lawrence. Assembled World War II’s mightiest tank armies, this account covers the strategic decisions, the operational art, the tactics, and the personal stories of the battle, as seen through the eyes of the participants–narrating the story of the largest tank battle in history. Maps & photos. 638 pages. Stackpole. 8x10¼. Pub. at $44.95

**SOLD OUT**

6847878 THE GERMAN 88 MM IN COMBAT: The Scourge of Allied Armor. By Peter Ham. The story of the greatest anti-tank gun of World War II, the 88 mm, a combat weapon that was feared and revered by the Allies. Originally built for use against artillery targets, it proved itself capable of destroying ground and sea targets as well. It includes technical data, combat procedures, and command decisions. Fully illustrated. 190 pages.Schiffer. 8x10¼. Pub. at $29.95

$12.95

6897053 POLISH LEGIONS 1914-1919: Men-at-Arms 518. By Nigel Thomas. Divided for nearly 120 years between Austro-Hungarian and German empires, in World War I Poland provided thousands of soldiers for those armies, and volunteers for that of France. In this volume their intriguing history is supported by detailed orders of battle, table of insignia, rare photos, and full color plates. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00

$12.95

2903415 SPEAKHA D: An American Tank Gunner’s Story of War II. By Adam Makos. The riveting story of an American tank gunner’s journey into the heart of the Third Reich. This is the story of a man who conflict is an iridescent armor duel and forge an enduring bond with his enemy. Well illus. 393 pages. Ballantine. Pub. at $28.00

$21.95

2838397 THE PHONEY VICTORY: The World War II Illusion. By Peter Hitchens. The author deconstructs the many myths which have become associated with the narrative of the “Good War”. Hitchens questions the most common assumptions surrounding World War II, arguing that the misleading myth of the “Good War” is too often used to persuade public opinion to support unwinnable wars of choice. 264 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $21.95

$21.95

6918115 SPINNING HISTORY: Politics and Propaganda in WWII. By Nathaniel Lande. Lande explores WWII through the prism of the theater, presenting the war as a drama that evolved as it progressed, production staged and overseen by four contrasting masters: Roosevelt, Churchill, Hitler, and Stalin. Each leader used all the tools at his disposal to present his own distinct and unique vision of the global drama that was the Second World War. Photos. 277 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $25.99

$5.95

2925346 THE SHELBURNE ESCAPE LINE. By R. Hemmingway-Douglass & D. Douglass. By Mark Blythe. The Melbourne Escape Line–established at the end of 1943 by two workers who aided 592–told through the recollections of Breton people who were involved with providing safe passage, who included their personal stories of airmen and other individuals who were affiliated with the Shelburne Line or were otherwise caught up in the war in France. Illus. 197 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

$9.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
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6287521 GERMAN MILITARY MOTORCYCLES IN THE REICHSCWRF AND WEHRMACHT 1934-1945. By Horst Himrichsen. Documents the many models used by the Germans between 1934 and 1945, among them those manufactured by Tottel, Rene Filet, and Gnome et Rhone, along with those captured from the Allies: FN, Indian Chief, Harley-Davidson, BSA, Norton, Flying Flea, Weibsie and Cushman. Fully illus. 2014. 410 documentary photographs and artifacts, this magnificent volume provides an in-depth view of the momentous conflict that shaped our world today. 256 pages. National Geographic. 10x13. Pub. at $24.00. Tauris. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.50. $32.95

2962187 A DICTIONARY OF COASTAL COMMAND 1939-1945. By Geoff Simpson. This well-illustrated volume tells the story of the gallantry, the achievements, the losses, the VCs, the aircraft and much more. For RAF Coastal Command. 151 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. $9.95

2834669 A HISTORY OF THE MEDITERRANEAN AIR WAR 1940-1945. VOLUME FOUR. By Christopher Shores et al. This fourth volume in this monumental series commences with the attacks on the Italian island fortress of Pantelleria, which led to its surrender and occupation, achieved almost by air attack alone. The successive operations of Sicily, southern Italy, Sardinia, and Corsica are also covered in detail. Well illus. 696 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $79.95. $39.95


6796640 HITLER’S LIGHT PANZERS AT WAR: Images of War. By Paul Thomas. Presents an illustrated record of the use of the Jagdpanzer, Jagdpanther, and other effective armored vehicles and tactics. This collection of rare historical photos covers the development and technology of these machines, from Hitler’s Jagdtiger to today’s readers. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

6719236 CODE GIRLS: The Untold Story of the American Women Code Breakers of World War II. By Liza Mundy. Ten-thousand American women served the U.S. Army and Navy during WWII. While their brothers and husbands took up arms, these women moved to Washington and, under strict vows of secrecy, learned the mathematics of breaking German and Japanese codes. Sworn to secrecy, these women were all but written out of history, until now. Photos. 416 pages. Hachette. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

2956772 DUBNO 1941: The Greatest Tank Battle of the Second World War. By Aleksei Isae. In June 1941, during the first week of the Nazi invasion in the Soviet Union, the quiet cornfields and towns of Western Ukraine were awakened by the clanking of steel and thunder of explosions, this was the greatest tank battle of the Second World War. This volume follows in this historic battle. Well illus. 2014. 248 pages. Naval Institute. Pub. at $23.95. $21.95


6807690 PROLONGING THE AGONY: How the American Establishment Deliberately Exaggerated the Realities of WW II. By Three-and-a-Half Years. By J. MacGregor & G. Docherty. The authors maintain in this well-researched analysis that World War I was deliberately exaggerated to secure the war, that the gross lies ingrained in modern “histories” still circulate because governments refuse citizens the truth. Illus. 578 pages. Time Day. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95

281767X ATLAS OF WORLD WAR II. By N. Kagan & S.G. Hyslop. A unique collection of maps and other wartime maps to trace the battles, campaigns, causes, and consequences of the most significant struggle of all time. With a glossary of British Empire enter the war on the side of the Central Powers and attack Britain. Stewart provides a gripping account of the expedition, highlighting a previously little known aspect of World War II. 222 pages of photos. 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $37.95. $17.95

2870045 THE KAISER’S MISSION TO KABUL: A Secret Expedition to Afghanistan in World War I. By Judith Stewart. Jointly operated by the governments of Germany and Turkey, the 1915 secret mission was to persuade the Emir to declare full. With a glossary of British Empire, and the Central Powers and attack Britain. Stewart provides a gripping account of the expedition, highlighting a previously little known aspect of World War II. 222 pages of photos. 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $37.95. $17.95

6796653 HITLER’S LIGHT PANZERS AT WAR: Images of War. By Paul Thomas. Presents an illustrated record of the use of the Jagdpanzer, Jagdpanther, and other effective armored vehicles and tactics. This collection of rare historical photos covers the development and technology of these machines, from Hitler’s Jagdtiger to today’s readers. 371 pages. St. Martin’s. Pub. at $29.99. $21.95

6995492 GERMAN ASSAULT GUNS ON THE EASTERN FRONT. By Hans Wijers. Sturmgeschutz were armored fighting vehicles similar to tanks, with the chassis and tracks of a panzer but without the rotating turret. Wijers has assembled hundreds of photos—most of them never seen anywhere before—of these vehicles at war on the Eastern Front of World War II. 155 pages. Stackpole. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $7.95

2880954 ROMANIAN ARMORED FORCES IN WORLD WAR II. By Eduardo Milo and T. Martinez. This publication highlights the performance of the often forgotten Romanian Armed Forces during WWII, showing the reader the bravery and courage of these men, as well as the difficulties they had to make when Romania changed sides. This text serves as a tribute and reminder of the efforts of those men. Illus... some in color. 128 pages. Kagero. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95. $21.95


2951732 THE GOOD SON: A Story from the First World War, Told in Miniature. By Pierre-Jacques Ober. This moving

2839230 M12 GUN MOTOR CARRIAGE: Images of War. By David Doyle. The M12 Gun Motor Carriage was the most widely used self-propelled field gun in the U.S. arsenal during WWII. This detailed resource features hundreds of stunning photos of the weapon at war. 143 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

2906454 M3A1 SCOUT CAR: The U.S. Army’s Early World War II Reconnaissance Vehicle. By David Doyle. The M3A1 Scout Car, served as the Army’s primary scouting and reconnaissance vehicle during the early days of the U.S. entry into WWII. Through dozens of archival photos, informative captions, as well as details of some of the finest examples, this icon ic vehicle is explored and its history explained. 112 pages. Schiffer. $16.95

2799774 THE ALLIES STRIKE BACK 1941-1943, VOLUME TWO: The War in the West. By James Holland. In this gripping narrative of the events that ultimately determined the outcome of WWII, the author shows that cracks were already appearing in Germany’s apparent invincibility when the Americans entered the war in the west. The Allies would never lose a battle that could have threatened the morale of the Third Reich. 16 pages of photos. 720 pages. Grove. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. $14.95

2830870 KS-SAMPFGRUPPE PEIPER 1943-1945. By Massimiliano Afiero. Gives a personal career of Joches Peiper, one of the most valiant and decorated officers of the Waffen SS, told through the main battles and campaigns, which involved the units with the most skulls and most of the armored Kampfgruppen. Well illus... some in color. 112 pages. Kagero. 8½x12. $28.95

6902897 JAPAN’S GESTAPO: Murder, Mayhem and Torture in wartime Asia. By Mark Felton. This disturbing study reveals the extent of the truly shocking activities of the Kimpetsu. Japan’s feared military and secret police. It traces the origins, development, organization, and roles of the Kimpetsu apparatus, which exercised unlimited power throughout the Japanese Empire. Photos. 222 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $37.95. $17.95

222 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $37.95. $17.95
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**CASTLE OF THE EAGLES: Escape from Mussolini's Colditz**
By Mark Fellow. A truly astounding tale of escape and survival behind the lines of the Eastern Front by two POWs who escaped from the notorious Colditz Castle.

**ILLUSTRATED ATLAS: Campaigns, Battles & Weapons from 1939 to 1945**
By D. Jordan & A. Wiest. Divided into nine chapters, each examines different aspects of the war, covering key events, battles, and weapons.

**Bomber, was designed to bomb U.S. cities, releasing radioactive silica, killing its victims with radiation poisoning.**

**THE LONDON CAGE: The Secret History of Britain's World War II Interrogation Centre**
By Helen Fry. In 1941, a high secret post was created to interrogate captured enemy officers and learn more about the war effort. This book includes rare images and documents from the time.

**TECHNOLOGY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR:**
Comprehensively details the climactic events and the technology used during World War II, from tanks and airplanes to submarines and nuclear weapons.

**UNIT 731: Laboratory of the Fatherland**
By Philip D. Chinnery. A comprehensive account of the experiments conducted by Unit 731 in World War II, including the development of biological and chemical weapons.

**THE FAUSTBALL TUNNEL: German POWs in America and Their Great Escape**
By John Hammond Moore. On December 23, 1944, twenty-five German prisoners of war escaped from an Arizona prison camp by crawling along a 176-foot tunnel. This is the true story of how they did it.

**CAPTURED: The Forgotten Men of Guan**
By Roger Mansell. The story of Guan, a POW who was captured and survived the grueling conditions of the Pacific War - yet his saga is one of the most heartrending and inspiring of the entire war. The men endured horrific hardships, many of whom are chronicled in this volume for the first time.

**SECRET HISTORY OF BRITAIN'S WORLD WAR II**
By Richard Overy. A comprehensive look at all of the evidence and controversies surrounding Britain's role in World War II.

**THE FAUSTBALL TUNNEL: German POWs in America and Their Great Escape**
By John Hammond Moore. On December 23, 1944, twenty-five German prisoners of war escaped from an Arizona prison camp by crawling along a 176-foot tunnel. This is the true story of how they did it.

**THE LONDON CAGE: The Secret History of Britain's World War II Interrogation Centre**
By Helen Fry. In 1941, a high secret post was created to interrogate captured enemy officers and learn more about the war effort. This book includes rare images and documents from the time.

**TECHNOLOGY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR:**
Comprehensively details the climactic events and the technology used during World War II, from tanks and airplanes to submarines and nuclear weapons.

**UNIT 731: Laboratory of the Fatherland**
By Philip D. Chinnery. A comprehensive account of the experiments conducted by Unit 731 in World War II, including the development of biological and chemical weapons.

**THE FAUSTBALL TUNNEL: German POWs in America and Their Great Escape**
By John Hammond Moore. On December 23, 1944, twenty-five German prisoners of war escaped from an Arizona prison camp by crawling along a 176-foot tunnel. This is the true story of how they did it.

**THE LONDON CAGE: The Secret History of Britain's World War II Interrogation Centre**
By Helen Fry. In 1941, a high secret post was created to interrogate captured enemy officers and learn more about the war effort. This book includes rare images and documents from the time.

**TECHNOLOGY OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR:**
Comprehensively details the climactic events and the technology used during World War II, from tanks and airplanes to submarines and nuclear weapons.

**UNIT 731: Laboratory of the Fatherland**
By Philip D. Chinnery. A comprehensive account of the experiments conducted by Unit 731 in World War II, including the development of biological and chemical weapons.

**THE FAUSTBALL TUNNEL: German POWs in America and Their Great Escape**
By John Hammond Moore. On December 23, 1944, twenty-five German prisoners of war escaped from an Arizona prison camp by crawling along a 176-foot tunnel. This is the true story of how they did it.
**STURMGESCHUTZ: Panzer, Panzerjäger, Waffen-SS and Luftwaffe Units 1943-45**, by Thomas Anderson. The author explains the development of the tactical deployment, and the shifting operational priorities that saw the type move from the perfect infantry support weapon to a formidable tank destroyer. Replete with reports from the front lines, this book is a fascinating combat study of the StuG. Over 200 photos. 272 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00.

**EISENHOWER’S ARMIES: The Sherman Tank Scandal of WWII**, by Christian M. DeJohn. Photos by R. Coolwell. DeJohn exposes the real reason the Sherman tank scandal of WWII occurred. Based on his interviews with equipment, documents of the time, propaganda and magazine articles, and vintage photography showing the effects of their poor construction. 92 pages. Schiffer. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $49.95. PRICE CUT to $29.95.

**THE SECOND WORLD WAR – The StuG II and III**, by Ron Vegetta. The author provides a complete history and technical data breakdown of the StuG II and III, including combat performance, combat effectiveness, and end of the war. 264 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00.

**NATIONALISM OF WORLD WAR I**, by John B. Little. This book analyzes the militarism of the time, and how and by whom they were betrayed. 16 pages of photos. 548 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $35.00.

**THE TANKS OF OPERATION BARBAROSSA: Soviet Versus German Armour on the Eastern Front**, by Boris Kavalchik. Based on original research into declassified Russian archives, a revealing look at the Soviet and German tanks that began the war on the Eastern Front. Provides absorbing insight into tank warfare from more than 75 years ago and offers detailed analysis of the tanks and tank tactics of the time. 230 pages. MMP. 8¼x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

**SECRET WARTIME BRITAIN: The Hidden Places That Helped Win the World War II**, by Colin Philpott. Details specifically the American Infantry’s role in opposing the Germans. Here he offers his thrilling memoir, Muller tells how he was shot down by the Luftwaffe over the English Channel in June 1940 and managed to jump over the English Channel and land in Belgium. He was captured and taken prisoner. Here Wiebel reveals how they became known as the ‘Peninsula of Freedom’ between December 1941 and June 1943, when the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, offered to bring the two very different armies learning to work, and fight together. 16 pages of photos. 548 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $7.95.

**SO CLOSE TO FREEDOM: A SOVIET WARTIME MEMOIR**, by Rupert Wieloch. Follows the BOLSHEVIKs from their defeat in 1917 to the organized evacuation of the Reich. The narrative is drawn from Orkin’s personal diary. November 1919, fifteen British soldiers were taken prisoners. Here Wiebel reveals how they became known as the ‘Peninsula of Freedom’ between December 1941 and June 1943, when the Prime Minister, Winston Churchill, offered to bring the two very different armies learning to work, and fight together. 16 pages of photos. 548 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $35.00. PRICE CUT to $7.95.


**AMERICAN-BRITISH ALLIANCE During World War II: Their War on the Western Front**, by Paul Collier et al. The Second British Army was the most devastating conflict in human history, and one which provides innumerable lessons—military, political, and strategic. The story of the two very different armies learning to work, and fight together. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $24.95. PRICE CUT to $9.95.

**TREASON IN VERMONT: The Story of the British Cadet who Turned Himself in to the Germans**. By Fred G. Ives. The reader is taken through the life of the American who fought for the Germans. The story is told through the eyes of the man himself, as he reveals how he came to be the traitor. 16 pages of photos. 128 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95.

**THE THIRD WORLD WAR**, by Paul Collier et al. The Third World War was the most devastating conflict in human history, and one which provides innumerable lessons—military, political, and strategic. The story of the two very different armies learning to work, and fight together. 16 pages of photos. 330 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $29.95.
**6724957 VOLKSWAGENS OF THE WEHRMACHT: German Vehicles in World War II.** By Reinhard Frank. Period photographs capture the first civilian Volkswagens before the war, the use of the VW in the war by the Germans and by the occupying forces, and the postwar emphasis on small, economical cars. Schiffer. 7x10¼. Pub. at $24.95 $11.95

**690969X OTTO SKORZENY: The Devil’s Disciple.** By Stuart Smith. Hitler’s famous commando acquired a reputation as a man of daring, renowned for his audacious 1943 mission to extricate Mussolini from a mountain top prison. He could be brave and resourceful, but was also a notorious egotist and an unrepentant Nazi until the end of his life. 24 pages of photos. 384 pages. Osprey. $21.95

**2981723 GERMAN PERSONNEL CARS IN WARTIME.** By Reinhard Frank. An examination in photographs of German combat vehicles in wartime. Includes various types of trucks and cars used by Germany in World War II. 52 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. $4.95

**3981419 HITLER’S LAST PLOT: The 138 VIP Hostages Selected for Death in the Final Days of World War II.** By J. Sayer & J. Drontfeld. Revealed now for the first time the shocking history of how the SS rounded up the Nazis’ most prominent prisoners and other civilians on its death squads for execution. Hitler in a deadly endgame during the last days of World War II. 16 pages of photos. 344 pages. Da Capo. Pub. at $28.00. $21.95

**2837013 NAZI GERMANY: History Examined.** By Robert Smith Thompson with A. Axelrod. Reveals the complete pre-history of the Third Reich: the unification of Germany and the formation of the first empire under Prussian chancellor Otto von Bismarck. Examines the Prussian, Hapsburg, and dismemberment of Germany after WWI failed to ensure peace; Adolf Hitler’s evolution from an imprisoned revolutionary to Nazi dictator; and more. Illus. 331 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

**2887347 THE BISMARCK: Great World War II Weapons.** By Robert Jackson. A fully illustrated examination of the Bismarck’s development and construction including a complete appendix with specifications and component tables and an analysis of the building and career of the Bismarck’s sister ship, Tirpitz. 96 pages. Amber. $17.95

**6822266 THE VOLKSWAGEN KUBLWAGEN TYPE 82 IN WORLD WAR II.** By Janusz Piekalkiewicz. The famed WWII vehicle, the German equivalent of the American Jeep, is presented here in a superb collection of vintage photographs, and detailed text including testing, production, guides, and technical manuals. Includes the many variants that saw action, with extensive coverage of its use in North Africa. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $45.00. $22.95

**6965814 U-BOAT PENNS OF THE ATLANTIC BATTLE: Building for Battle.** By Philip Kaplan. The massive bunkers, or “pens” constructed by Britain by the laborers of the German Organization Todt, are revisited in this comprehensive volume. Illustrated with more than 150 rare and camera roughs, this edition is a riveting look back across time to some of the most intriguing sites from the war years. 176 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $29.95


**298119X THE 11TH SS-FREIWILLIGEN- GRENADIER-DIVISION “NORDLAND”.** By Rolf Michaelis. Recounts the history of the SSFreiwilligenGrenadier-Division of the Waffen-SS in 1943 (replacements, legions, and future planning), and the battles and combat of the group, originally called the “Germanic SSF Division.” Is emphasized. Well illus. 155 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $35.00 $16.95

**6835104 UKRAINIANS IN THE WAFFEN-SS.** By Rolf Michaelis. With the beginning of Operation Barbarossa more than 100,000 Ukrainians volunteered to fight alongside the Third Reich against the threat of communism. This volume documents the service of 14. Waffen Grenadier Division der SS (Ukrainske Nr. 1), Illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.99. $12.95
6787916 THE KNIGHT’S CROSS WITH DARK LEAF DECORATION, 1945. By Jeremy Dixon. This extensive collection presents every recipient of the Knight’s Cross with Dark Leaves awarded during the Second World War and personally by Hitler from 1940 until 1945. Described are each of the 889 recipients from the Luftwaffe, Heer, Waffen-SS, and Kriegsmarine. All foreign recipients. 646 pages in two volumes. Slipcased. Fully illus. Schiffer. 9x11¼. Pub. at $125.00

**691242 THE PLOTS AGAINST HITLER.** By Danny Obach. Photos. 406 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. **$19.95**


**6951600 STURMGESCHUTZ, VOL. 2: Germany’s WWII Assault Gun (StuG).** By David Doyle. Fully illus. 128 pages. Schiffer. **$16.95**


**6906621 BLITZED: Drugs in the Third Reich.** By Norman Ohler. Photos. 292 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. **$7.95**


**6821963 GERMAN HEAVY RECONNAISSANCE VEHICLES.** By Horst Scheibert. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. **$2.95**

**681989 MARDER III.** By Horst Scheibert. 48 pages. Schiffer. 11x8¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95. **$4.95**


**281191X WWI LICENSE PLATES.** By Robert W. photo illus. 251 pages. Peter Lang. **$8.99**


**1212657 SAVING LIVES IN AUSCHWITZ: The Prisoners’ Hospital in Buna-Monowitz.** By Ewa K. Bialas. Follows Stefan Budziszek, a new graduate from medical school in Krakow, sent to the Auschwitz concentration camp, and put in charge of the on-site prisoner hospital. Stefan transformed this facility into a working hospital and outpatient facility that employed more than 40 prisoner doctors and served a population of 50,000 slave laborers. Photos. 260 pages. Purdue UP. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**880511 REIGN OF TERROR: The Budapest Memoirs of Valdemar Langlet 1944-1945.** A unique and fascinating memoir about Valdemar Langlet, a young man from Budapest, by no official authority or support from Budapest who saved thousands of Jews during one of the most terrible episodes in World War II. Photos. 260 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

**2816857 THE HOLOCAUST: A New History.** By Laurence Rees. An authoritative and accessible account of history’s greatest crime, and an investigation into how it was possible that while hatred of the Jews was at the epicenter of Nazi thinking, we cannot fully understand the Holocaust without considering Nazi plans to kill millions of non-Jews as well. 24 pages. Photos. 509 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $19.99

**6985580 FIGHTING AUSCHWITZ: The Resistance Movement in the Concentration Camp.** By Joeli Breziner. Traces the evolution and operations of the resistance movement, and the horrors of the industrialized death factory for Jews created by the Germans. Illus. 553 pages. Aquila Polonica. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $9.95

**2909845 DEATH MARCH ESCAPE: The Remarkable Story of a Man Who Twice Escaped the Nazi Holocaust.** By Jack J. Hersch. Telling his father’s imprisonment and escape from the brutal Nazi camp, and the heroic step as he describes the unimaginable: what his father must have seen and felt while struggling to keep himself alive throughout the arduous trials of his imprisonment. Illus. 260 pages. Norton. Paperbound. PRICE CUT to $21.95

**6948919 ADVOCATE FOR THE DOOMED: The Diaries and Letters of Jack M. McDonald 1932-1939.** Ed. by Richard Breitman et al. 24 pages. Photos. 838 pages. INUP. Pub. at $52.00 $6.95


**988332 A BRIEF STOP ON THE ROAD FROM AUSCHWITZ.** By Goran Rosenberg. Illus. 331 pages. Other Press. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95


**911110 MOMENTS OF REPRISE.** By Primo Levi. 141 pages. S&S. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.00 $3.95


**9682598 ESCAPE BOARD: The Untold Story of America’s Efforts to Save the Jews of Europe.** By Rebecca Bladock. Photos. 368 pages. Doubleday. Pub. at $39.95 $12.95

**2967212 RED STAR AGAINST THE SWASTIKA: The Story of a Soviet Pilot over the Eastern Front.** By Vasily B. Emelianenko. This is the extraordinary story of Vasily Bykov, a veteran pilot of one of the Soviet Union’s most fearsome ground attack aircraft of the Second World War—the Il-2 Shumervik. This vivid memoir provides the real story of Eastern Front. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. WWI & WWII Diaries & Memoirs. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $6.95

**2926257 YOU CAN’T GET MUCH CLOSER THAN THIS.** By A.Z. Adkins, Jr. & A.Z. Adkins. This page-turner about a young soldier and his four friends who came of age in battle. Readers will find it brutally honest, brilliantly written, witty, and occasionally depressing reconstruction of life and death in the Second World War. 16 pages of photos. 275 pages. WWI & WWII Diaries & Memoirs. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95 $5.95


**6699301 THE ZOOKEEPER’S WIFE: A World War II Love Story.** By Diane Ackerman. Ackerman tells the courageous story of Jan and Antonina Zabinski, zookeepers who risked their own lives in 1939 Poland, when the Nazis invaded, to save the thousands of people from extermination. Photos. 368 pages. Norton. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.95 $4.95

**2824884 BLOODY RIDGE AND BEYOND: A World War II Marine’s Memoir of Edson’s Raiders in the Pacific.** By M. Grott & L. Alexander. If Henderson Field on Guadalcanal we to fail, it meant the demise of some 12,500 Marines. The ridge that shielded Henderson Field, which Edson’s Marine Raider Battalion, was all that stood between them and defeat. So began one of the Pacific’s most famous battles. Photos. 346 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

**6634005 QUARTERED SAFE OUT HERE: A Harrowing Tale of World War II.** By George MacDonald Fraser. This vivid memoir recounts the nerve-racking frontline action he saw while serving as a soldier during what turned out to be the last great land campaign of World War II—the British army’s campaign against the Japanese in Burma. 231 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

**2925124 WAR BONDS: Love Stories from the Greatest Generation.** By Cindy Hval. From blind dates to whirlwind romances during the war, Hval highlights stories of couples who met or married during WWII. Each of 30 stories begins with a WWII-era song title and concludes with a look at wartime couples in the years that followed. Photos. 214 pages. WWI & WWII Diaries & Memoirs. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $4.95

**2925052 ESCAPE TO PAGAN: The True Story of One Family’s Fight to Survive in World War II’s Most Despised Prison Camp.** By Brian Deveroux. A gripping story of survival as one family struggles against overwhelming odds during WWII in Hong Kong and Burma. The vivid memoir is told first-hand by the author’s indomitable grandmother, a strong-willed woman with a proud bearing, and a woman who makes her own decisions when all around her are doing the opposite. Photos. 272 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.95 $5.95
6776493 ALL BUT MY LIFE: A Memoir. By Gerda Weissmann Klein. A riveting and unforgettable memoir telling the story of her three formative years as a slave laborer of the Nazis and her miraculous liberation, revealing poignant acts of decency and mercy amid the darkness of the Holocaust. $6.95

2880022 ASYLUM: A Survivor’s Flight from Nazi-Occupied Vienna Through World War II. By Victor Frantzen and Gregor Scheyer. In 1933, while hiding at a convent, Scheyer began drafting his memoir. This narrative traces his experiences of a French concentration camp, an escape attempt, and his imprisonment. Bernadotte was the leader of a rescue operation to transfer Western European inmates to Swedish hospitals. His memoir includes the negotiations for the release of the Third Reich. Illus. $6.95

2973022 LAST DAYS OF THE REICH: The Diary of Count Folke Bernadotte. Count Folke Bernadotte was one of those rare figures in war; a man trusted by both sides alike. Shortly before the war ended, Bernadotte brought about the release of an unprecedented 149 prisoners—leaving no one behind. 16 pages of photos. $6.95

594340 NO BETTER FRIEND: One Man, One Dog, and Their Extraordinary Story of Courage and Survival in WWII. By Robert Weir. An inspiring true story of Howie the dog and his owner, Frank Williams and Judy, a purebred pointer, met in the most unlikely of places: a WWII internment camp in the Pacific. Their extraordinary tale of survival and friendship, of surviving the brutality of captivity and the unbreakable bond that they forged, is one of the greatest unsung sagas of the Pacific. 386 pages. $9.95

2983287 THE LOST OLYMPIAN OF THE SOMME. Ed. by J. Cooksey & G. McKechnie. This novel, based on the life of an American naval officer who was interned as a prisoner of war and released as an Olympic gold medalist, offers a thinly fictionalized retelling of his tale. 314 pages. $4.95

6924786 INTO BATTLE: A Seventeen-Year-Old J oins Kitchener’s Army. By E.W. Parker. Written nearly one hundred years ago, the author writes about his experiences as a seventeen year old boy who joined Kitchener’s Army, as one of the first hundred thousand volunteers to answer the call. He found himself in the hospital, an officer with the Military Cross, recovering from his injuries. 191 pages. $4.95

2970522 FIGHTING HITLER FROM DUNKIRK TO D-DAY. By J. Howard & H. Barber. The compelling story of a soldier who enlisted merely for something to do in the evenings, and who subsequently fought throughout the entirety of the Second World War, tells the true story of a forgotten war hero. Frederick Kelly’s first hand account offers a startling personal insight into the Good War and offers a unique look into the Royal Navy’s Hood Battalion. 264 pages. $9.95

6980575 AIR Cadets: The Luftwaffe’s Most Valuable Asset. Ed. by J. Cooksey & G. McKechnie. 166 pages. $4.95

2987603 WAR BIRDS: The Diary of a Great War Pilot. By Elliott White Springs. The true story of Elliott White Springs, an American who joined the Royal Flying Corps in 1917. Grider kept a record of his experiences and the two had a pact that if one of them died, the other would complete their writings. Grider survived to tell his story and the result is a testament. Her memoir offers her thoughts on life. 266 pages. $4.95

2857938 SOVIET CONQUEST: Berlin 1945. By Tony Le Tissier. How did Top Red Army commanders see the assault on Berlin in 1945—what was their experience of the last days of the Third Reich? Here are personal accounts by the most famous generals involved—Zhukov, Koniev, and Chuikov. 195 pages. $14.95
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**683159**
WITH CHENNAULT IN CHINA: A Flying Tiger’s Diary. By Robert M. Smith. The story of how a handful of American pilots, General Claire Lee Chennault’s “Flying Tigers,” fighting with improvised equipment, commandeered the air against superior enemy forces with which they served as a member of the American Volunteer Group throughout their existence. Well illus. 175 pages. Schiffer. Ppb. At $29.95. $12.95

**682532**
POUGH & SCATTER: The Diary-Journal of a First World War Fighter Pilot. By Major John G. Isley. Ivor Hanson, born in Port Talbot in 1918, was a compulsive writer who kept a journal from a very young age until his death at the age of 94. His service in the First World War as a signaler with the Royal Field Artillery is published here for the first time. 16 pages of photos. 352 pages. Haynes. $14.95

**265029**
WHEN THE MOON WAS ESCAPE AND EVASION THROUGH WAR-TORN ITALY. By Tony Davies. Takes the reader on a roller-coaster journey through wartime Italy from the River Po to Calabria, meeting a cast of exciting characters and revealing much of the ever present risk of re-capture. Tony Davies and his comrades enjoyed street parties and drinking sessions. Repeatedly they were chased by the Germans, and their lives were shaped by the Germans’ dramatic climactic. 166 pages. Frontline. Ppb. At $29.95. $9.95

**691205**
THE DIARY OF MARY BORG: Growing Up in the Warsaw Ghetto. Mary began writing her personal diary on her fifteenth birthday, just as the German army was tightening its grip on the city. By W. von Heintze. In 1936, Warsaw’s Jewish capital was captured by Germany. She survived four years of Nazi terror before making her escape, filling twelve small notebooks with an eye-witness account of life in the ghetto. Photos. 214 pages. Ppb. At $16.99. $12.95

**295108**
ARMOUR HORSMAN: With the Bays and Eighth Army in North Africa and Italy. By Peter Willett. A well-known and respected figure in the racing world has recorded his experiences of fighting wars in 1914-1918 with the French Army and the comrade-in-arms of regimental soldiers. The author tells a moving and graphic story with his characteristic mix of frankness and lightness of touch. Photos. 174 pages. Penn & Sword. Ppb. At $39.95. $9.95

**280023**
WAR’S END: An Eyewitness Account of America’s Last Atomic Mission. By Charles W. Sweeney et al. The last military officer to command an atomic mission, Captain Charles W. Sweeney, has the unique distinction of being an integral part of both the Hiroshima and the Nagasaki bombing runs. His memoir is an extraordinary chronicle of the months of careful planning that preceded these missions. Hardcover. 184 pages. Penn & Sword. Ppb. At $29.95. $19.95

**282005**
PANZER ACE: The Memoirs of an Iron Cross Panzer Commander from Barbarossa to Normandy. By Richard Freiherr von Rosen. This is not a simple account of German tank action in WWII, but a personal account that brings to life the successes, discomfort, frustrations and enjoyment of simple pleasures in the daily routines of Panzer company life. Well illus. 356 pages. Well Illus. 390 pages. Ppb. At $19.95. $9.95

**698875**
FRONTSDATEN: The German Soldier in World War II. By Stephen G. Fritz. In exploring the reality of the Landser, the average German soldier in World War II, through letters, diaries, memoirs and oral histories, the author provides the definitive account of the everyday war of the German front soldier. A fascinating look at the day to day life of German soldier. Hardcover. Well Illus. 353 pages. Well Illus. 390 pages. Well Illus. 353 pages. Well Illus. 390 pages. Hardcover. $26.95

**6879773**
ARMY PILOT: The Unsung Heroes of World War II. By Kerry Lane. Delivers a personal history of his experiences as a young Sergeant. He takes us through his service with the American Volunteer Group, his actions in the battle in the jungles of Cape Gloucester, New Guinea. 272 pages. Schiffer. Ppb. At $39.95. $12.95

**2870163**
ESCAPING FROM THE KAISER: The Experiences of a Tommy PoW. By H.W. Tunstall. England with his regiment in April 1915. Private Herbert Tunstall was captured at the Second Battle of Ypres. Here he describes the horror of treatment he received in being taken prisoner and the three-day train journey into Germany. 16 pages of photos & maps. Sword. Ppb. At $39.95. $17.95

**699447**
INHUMAN LAND: Searching for Truth in Soviet Russia 1941-1942. By Jozef Czapski. A work of clear observation and deep compassion, Czapski’s account of the years following his release from the Soviet prison camp- the testament of a Polish soldier, and his arduous trek through Central Asia and the Middle East, offers a stark depiction of Stalin’s Russia at war and of the suffering, stoicism, and bravery of his fellow Poles. Well Illus. 447 pages. N YRB. Ppb. At $19.95. $14.95

**285992X**
I WAS CHAPLAIN ON THE FRANKLINSKING. By Joseph T. O’Callahan. On the morning of March 19, 1945, about fifty miles off the coast of Japan, the aircraft carrier USS Franklin was attacked by Japanese aircraft. Whether it be dropped into Pearl Harbor, her casualty list numbered more than 1,100 killed and wounded. This is the inspiring account of the Franklin’s travels—a powerful and unforgettable story of heroism, war, and faith. 154 pages. Naval Institute. Ppb. At $19.95. $12.95

**288090X**
ON THE DEVIL'S TAIL: In Combat with the Waffen-SS on the Eastern Front 1945, and with the French in Indochina 1951-54. By Paul Martelli with V. dal Cengio. The riveting true story of a fifteen-year-old German Italian who fought on the Eastern Front in 1945. He recounts his time at the Sennheim military training base and his experiences and feelings during the combats at Korlin and covers his sentence, imprisonment, and military service in Morocco. 16 pages. Helion & Company. Ppb. At $29.95. $21.95

**2968444**
WAR CHRONICLES OF JERZY DOBIĘCKI. By lan von Heintze. This is a tribute to the life of Captain Jerzy Dobięcki. The book chronicles bring to life eye witness accounts of his regiment’s deployment during the Russo-Polish War between 1919 and 1921. Eighteen years later, as Poland was invaded by Germany, Dobięcki kept a diary of battles as they developed across Poland during the first two weeks of WWII. Well Illus. 204 pages. Ppike & Powder. Ppb. At $18.00. $12.95

**9977387**
The Cut Out Girl: A Story of War, Family, Lost and Found. By Daan Van Es. The extraordinary true story of a young Jewish girl in the Netherlands under Nazi occupation who finds refuge in the homes of an underground Dutch family. One of them is the author’s grandparents. An astonishing, deeply moving rekindling with a young girl’s struggle for survival during war. Photos. 298 pages. Penguin. $21.95

**2881177**
RED SNIPER ON THE EASTERN FRONT: The Memoirs of Joseph Pilyushin. The first-hand account of a top Red Army sniper in the ruthless fight against the Germans on the Eastern Front. His story is a whole new look into his back, lethal skill with a rifle and into the desperate fight put up by Soviet forces to defend Leningrad. Photos. 279 pages. Pen & Sword. Ppb. At $22.95. $17.95
**NEW! **2952828 GREAT ESCAPES OF THE FIRST WORLD WAR. By Rachel Bilton. This account presents the daring true stories of fifteen soldiers and their escape from the clutches of the Austrians during the First World War. These first-hand accounts, written by the soldiers, are remarkable stories of determination, tenacity and extraordinary courage. Photos, 224 pages. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95.

2967766 PRISONERS & ESCAPE: Those Who Were There. By Rachel Bilton. Features a wide range of the personal experiences of prisoners, many of them written while the inmates were fresh from their dramatic escape. Here, wherever possible is information about their life before and after the Great War. 16 pages of photos. 175 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95.

2914956 ALL THE GALLANT MEN: An American Sailor’s Firsthand Account of Pearl Harbor. By Donald Stratton with K. Gire. LARGE PRINT EDITION. In this extraordinary, never-before-told eyewitness account of the Pearl Harbor attack, veteran Destroyer Escort crew member describes personal tales of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, his harrowing recovery, determination to return to the fight. Photos. 317 pages. HarperLuggage. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95.**

5983251 ALL THE GALLANT MEN: An American Sailor’s Firsthand Account of Pearl Harbor. By Donald Stratton with K. Gire. In this extraordinary, never-before-told eyewitness account of the Pearl Harbor attack—the only memoir ever written by a survivor of the USS Arizona, the author shares his unforgettable personal tale of bravery and survival on December 7, 1941, including his harrowing recovery, determination to return to the fight. 16 pages of photos. 306 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99. **$4.95.**


5993954 NAGASAKI: Life After Nuclear War. By Susan Southard. Presents the dramatic eyewitness accounts of five survivors, all of whom were teenagers at the time of the bombing. Four of them witness today. To understand and move forward, they share their stories and the lessons history offers as we navigate our uncertain future with punishing injuries, radiation-related illnesses, and the threat of genetic disorders. Photos. 285 pages. *PRICE CUT TO $4.95.**

6789641 NAGASAKI: Life After Nuclear War. By Susan Southard. Presents the dramatic eyewitness accounts of five survivors, all of whom were teenagers at the time of the bombing. Four of them witness today. To understand and move forward, they share their stories and the lessons history offers as we navigate our uncertain future with punishing injuries, radiation-related illnesses, and the threat of genetic disorders. Photos. 285 pages. *PRICE CUT TO $4.95.**

2841983 PRIVATE HELLER AND THE BANTAM BOYS. By Gregory Archer. Based on Heller’s long-hidden diary, this is the story of a group of privileged yet naive Privates of the 165th Infantry Regiment. Their farm boy interloper, Ralph Heller during WWII—their idealism and bravado in training; their confrontation with mortality during the Battle of the Bulge; and their hell of trench warfare. Photos. 306 pages. Penguin. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00. **$4.95.**

28257TX UNDER A DARKENING SKY: The American Experience in Nazi Europe, 1939-1941. By Robert Conquest. One of the most powerful works put out of Europe in the years between 1939 and 1941. This volume focuses on a diverse group of expatriate Americans. Told through the eyes and observations of these characters caught up in these seismic events, the story unfolds along a war that slowly drags a reluctant United States into its violent embrace. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95.**

6925219 NEVER CALL ME A HERO: A Legendary American Dive-Bomber Pilot Remembers the Battle of Midway. By N. Jack Dusty Kieffis et al. This extraordinary memoir tells the full story of Dusty Kieffis, a Navy Cross recipient, and his fellow aviators in the Battle of Midway June, 1942. One of America’s greatest naval battles, and the victory of which was the turning point of World War II. 312 pages. Morrow. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT TO $9.95.**

6990568 SURVIVAL ON THE DEATH RAILWAY AND NAGASAKI. By Jim Brigginshaw. This is the remarkable and true story of Jim Bodero. After surviving the horrific war, he was then moved to work in a Japanese mine, just outside Nagasaki. He survived the nuclear bomb blast at Nagasaki and describes the aftermath in detail. 316 pages. Paper bound. Pub. at $34.95. **PRICE CUT TO $21.95.**

7281182 THE ESCAPE ARTISTS: Artists of Daredave Pilots and the Greatest Prison Break of the Great War. By Neal Gascombe. The spellbinding story of the doomed Allied airmen who masterminded the remarkably courageous and ingenuous breakout from Germany’s most devilish POW camp, Holzminden. Bois, Madeleine. Dennis. In this extraordinary never before told tale, the author brings this narrative to life. This is the little known story of the biggest POW breakout of the Great War. 16 pages of photos: 310 pages. HMH. Pub. at $28.00. **PRICE CUT TO $17.95.**


2800306 THE GESTAPO’S MOST IMPERISHABLE HOSTAGE. By Hugh Mallory Falconer. 206 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT TO $24.95.**


1940686 THE WAR JOURNAL OF MAJOR DAMON ROCKY GROSE. 16 pages of photos. 384 pages. ECW Press. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95.**


See more titles at erhbc.com/693
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**886559** GERMAN U-BOAT ACE CARL EMMERMANN: The Patrols of U-172 in World War II. By Luc Brauer. Published in 1942, this epic sea adventure described the combat of one U-boat in the western Atlantic. This is the first book to document U-172’s entire campaign. The book is illustrated with maps and personal letters. 200 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**288174** THE 25TH BOMB GROUP (RCC) IN WORLD WAR II. By Norman Maley. Formed in Watton, England, in 1944, the 328th had two squadrons assigned to gather meteorological data and perform missions over the continent. They performed Chauffording missions, day and night photography, and supported OSS development of operations in Western Europe. 225 pages. Schiffer. $34.95

**2907186** THE 14TH AERO SQUADRON IN WORLD WAR I: A Training and Combat History of the “Who Said Rats” Squadron. By William F. Bray. The first complete history of the American Air Service’s 14th Aero Squadron in WWI. This detailed account describes the training in Texas and explains the training of the organization. 238 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**6280822** THE KAMINSKI BRIGADE of General Robert Kaminski in Russia 1941 through 1944 was a single case in the German occupation political. Because of his absolutely National Socialist Russian Party he became for some time an ally to Hitler. The history of his Brigade is explored here. Photos. 190 pages. Schiffer. $39.99

**2907074** LATVians in the ORDNUNGSPolizei and Polizei Officiers in WW II. By Charles Messenger. One of the key leaders in the fight against the Nazis was a Latvian officer, Karlis Zemgals. His gripping story is told here. 168 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**6977255** TENV YEARS AT HITLERS SIDE: The Testimony of Wilhelm Keitel. Ed. by Bob Carruthers. Provides the record of Wilhelm Keitel’s trial, an invaluable historical record, that goes some way to providing an understanding of the near incomprehensible crimes committed by the Third Reich. Keitel’s unadulterated record is essential reading for all World War II historians. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $26.95

**2908488** VOICES of THE SCANDINAVIAN WAFFEN-SS: The Final Testament of Hitler’s Vikings. By Jonathan Trigg. The Scandanavian Waffen SS saw action on The Eastern Front from 1941 onwards. For these men who had chosen the wrong side, the war was certainly not over. Some fled to Germany, some returned home to recrimination and prison. Trigg interviewed some of the last survivors who tell their story with absolute truthfulness. 32 pages of photos. 285 pages. Amberley. $29.95

**6992773** BULL HALSEY. By E.B. Potter. Applauded by the public and revered by the men who served with him, Bull Halsey was one of the leading American personalities of World War II. Potter gets behind the stereotype of this national hero and explores his life and career, including his controversial actions at Leyte Gulf. Photos. 421 pages. Naval Institute. $32.95

**6875409** GALICIA DIVISION: The Waffen-SS 14th Grenadier Division 1943-1945. By Michael O. Logusz. Historical account of how a determined group of young men and women volunteered to serve in a combat division destined for eastern front combat, with the destruction of the Russian troops menacing their homeland as their goal. Together with an effort to counter the efforts of Nazi Germany and the intensively dramatic Truscott conceived the plan of organizing an American commando unit to be known as the “Rangers.” This is an account from an enlisted man’s point of view of the intensely dramatic efforts of 241 Rangers. 318 pages. Naval Institute. Paperback. $24.95

**2985419** FALLSCHIRMJÄGER: German Paratroopers, 1939-1941. By Francois Cochet. This volume covers the early years of the Fallschirmjäger (paratroop units) before the beginning of the war, until the height of their successes in 1941 in the Battle of Cote, where they were given the reputation of being determined, courageous and loyal soldiers. Fully illus. 111 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $24.95

**2777304** THE LAST PRUSSIAN: A Biography of Field Marshal Gerad von Rundstedt. By Charles Messenger. Though von Rundstedt is considered to be one of the foremost German commanders of WWII, he was recalled from retirement in 1940 to plan the attack on Poland, and he played a leading part in this and the invasion of France. He commanded Army Group South in the assault on Russia before being sacked at the end of 1941, then being recalled yet again. Captured by the Americans, he was turned over to the British at the end of the war. 32 pages of photos. 367 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $21.95

**8875089** BATLES OF THE BALKANS: An Illustrated History of the Balkan Wars 1912-1913. By Michael O. Logusz. This book describes the Balkan Wars in detail, fully illustrating the battles and events of this period. 222 pages. Schiffer. $24.95

**9985696** ADVANCE AND DESTROY: Patton as Commander in the Bulge. By Lee Cook. This is the true story, in photographs, of the famous U.S. Army Fighting General George Patton. 284 pages. Schiffer. $34.95

**6857292** PATTON’S LAST GAMBLE: The Disastrous Raid on POW Camp Hammelburg in World War II. By Duane Scott. George Patton created a special task force to venture more than fifty miles behind enemy lines and liberate a POW camp. The raid was a disaster. Out of 1300 men, only 103 returned. Based on memoirs, diaries, and interviews with survivors. 232 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. $29.95

**269410** EMmERMANN: The Patrols of U-177 in World War II. By Lovro Peren. Operated against Tito and his partisans in Yugoslavia, Nachtschlachtgruppe 7, and its predecessor units fought an extremely difficult battle as they had to fight any other Nachtschlachtgruppe in existence. Here is the history of one of the most significant and longest-lasting Luftwaffe combat units. Well illus., some color. 192 pages. Schiffer. $35.00

**879778** THE FORGOTTEN SQUADRON: The 449th Fighter Squadron in World War II. By Daniel Jackson. The men of the 449th Fighter Squadron called themselves the “forgotten squadron.” Despite serving to great effect as the Allies’ leading air defence, the Flying Tigers in China, the 449th received little press or praise during or after the war, despite participating in the 14th Air Force’s greatest missions. Their missions are chronicled here. Well illus. 180 pages. Schiffer. $29.95

**688874** FIGHTING SEVENTEEN: A Photographic History of VF-17 in World War II. By Lee Cook. This is the true story, in photographs, of the famous U.S. Navy Fighter Squadron, Fighting “Seventeen.” They broke combat records in the Pacific flying the new F4U Corsairs, shooting down 152 Japanese aircraft in aerial combat in only 76 days. The book also contains firsthand accounts, maps, and photographs detailing one of the most successful squadrons in the annals of warfare. 284 pages. Schiffer. $34.95

**2981513** BAYERLEIN: The Denazification Trial of Rommel’s Chief-of-Staff, and Panzer army Commander, Generalleutnant Fritz Bayerlein. By P.A. Spayd & N. Insalaco. This is the fourth and final entry in the complete series on the life of Rommel’s former Chief of Staff Generalleutnant Fritz Bayerlein. Bayerlein’s Denazification Tribunal conducted in September 1947. The trial is extensively documented, including details of his testimony regarding his actions as a commander during the Second World War. 222 pages. Schiffer. $19.95

**2971711** “I’M THE 82ND AIRBORNE DIVISION!” A History of the All American Division in World War II After Action Reports. By Robert P. Aronson. This volume offers the most comprehensive collection of combat after action reports, documents, maps, and photographs detailing one of the most famous units in the Second World War. The Division comes alive as individuals and units tell their own stories. 301 pages. Schiffer. $69.95

**6875270** BAYERLEIN: From Afrikakorps to Panzer Lehr. By P.A. Spayd. The first and only comprehensive biography of Fritz Bayerlein, who is often quoted, and equally criticized, for his military successes. His experiences in the invasion of Poland, France, and Russia, along with North Africa, Normandy, and the Ruhr cover of the Second World War. Fully illustrated. 303 pages. Schiffer. $34.95

**6992951** ON THE WARPATH IN THE PACIFIC: Admiral Jocko Clark and the Fast Carriers. By Clark G. Reynolds. The flamboyant Jocko Clark was the highest ranking naval officer of Native American descent in U.S. History. This study brings the last of the colorful, old school American naval leaders to life. A sixty minute CD filled with excerpts of interviews conducted by the author is included. Photos. 357 pages. Naval Institute. $36.95

**6855599** PATTON’S LAST GAMBLE: The Disastrous Raid on POW Camp Hammelburg in World War II. By Duane Scott. George Patton created a special task force to venture more than fifty miles behind enemy lines and liberate a POW camp. The raid was a disaster. Out of 1300 men, only 103 returned. Based on memoirs, diaries, and interviews with survivors. 232 pages. Stackpole. Paperback. $29.95

**2987778** 6th SS Mountain Division Nord Warg at War 1941-1945: Images of War. By Ian Baxter. Drawing on a superb collection of rare and unpublished photographs of the 6th SS Mountain Division Nord, Baxter tells their story. The division was the elite attack unit of the Army Circle when it was stationed in Finland and northern Russia in 1941, and suffered heavy losses in the Operation Nordwind in 1945. 136 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. $24.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
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**2840731 SUBMARINES OF WORLD WAR TWO: Design, Development and Operations.** By Erminio Bagnasco. This comprehensive reference describes all the U-boats and submarines operated by the eighteen combatant nations during the war years. Every class of boat, from midgets to the largest cruiser-submarine, is covered and includes specifications, ranging data, fate and career highlights for each class. Fully illus. 288 pages. Naval Institute. 9½x10¼. Pub. at $37.95

**2837939 BATTLESHIPS OF THE III REICH, VOLUME TWO.** By Wilfried Koszela. The first of two volumes which tells the stories and history of all the German battleships that were in Kriegsmarine service during WWII. Profusely illustrated with the author’s own research, it includes photos, plans, technical drawings, and 24-fold out color profiles. 154 pages. MMP Books. 8¾x12. Pub. at $62.00.

**6824137 SOVIET DESTROYERS OF WORLD WAR II: New Vanguard 256.** By Jak P. Mallmann Showell. Launched during the last days of the Third Reich in an attempt to restart the battle of the Atlantic, the majority of these revolutionary E-boat-submarines never saw action. Instead they became the forerunners of the Cold War’s much dreaded hunter killer submarines. Tells the story of how these new generation of warships. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**

**6751814 USN DESTROYER VSG USS DUEL.** By Mark Stille. Employing full-color artwork, carefully selected archival photographs, and expert analysis, Stille examines the head-to-head clashes between the destroyers of the U.S. and Japan in the Pacific. Dive into battle and learn all about the tactics, weaponry, and combat effectiveness of these naval might on war page 400. Naval Institute. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $39.95

**6897029 ITALIAN CRUISERS OF WORLD WAR II: New Vanguard 258.** By Mark Stille. This fascinating volume examines the history of the Royal Navy cruisers during World War II. It discusses their struggles, and looks at their successes in keeping Axis forces in North Africa supplied and in blocking the Sicily Strait to British naval forces. Well illus., some in color. 288 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**6735753 US NAVY ESCORT CARRIERS 1942-45: New Vanguard 251.** By Mark Stille. Escort carriers made an enormous contribution towards Allied victory both in the Pacific and Atlantic theaters of World War II. This reference shines a new light on these unjustly overlooked workhorses of the U.S. Navy, ships that helped usher in the modern aircraft carrier. Well illus., some in color. 288 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**2857871 NORTH SEA BATTLEGROUND: The War at Sea 1914-18.** By Bryan Perrett. During WWII the North Sea became the principal battleground between the navies of Britain and Germany. This work explains in chronological order the major encounters between Kaiser Wilhelm II’s High Seas Fleet and the Royal Navy. It also includes other important operations such as the Zepplin Offensive, the bomber offensive against the UK and more. 16 pages of photos. 152 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

**6787533 U-BOAT WOLFWERFEN: The True Story of the U-Boat That Escaped to Flowers.** By Heinz Schaffer. The story of Germany’s highly secret Enigma machines, the German naval code machine which was used to encrypt radio messages. Full-color plates and maps. 224 pages. Naval Institute. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $42.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.45**

**5402091 THE NAVAL FLANK OF THE WESTERN FRONTIER: German MarineKorps Flandern 1914-1918.** By Mark D. Karam. 16 pages of photos. 276 pages. Seafort. **PRICE CUT to $44.95**

**695443X ITALIAN NAVAL CAMOUFLAGE OF WORLD WAR II.** By Marco Gliotino. This study describes and illustrates all the Italian naval camouflage schemes developed during World War II. Fully illus. in color. 240 pages. Seafort. 10x6. Pub. at $49.95. **PRICE CUT to $44.95**

**2990987 BATTLE FOR THE NORTH ATLANTIC.** By John R. Bruning. 300 pages. Crestline. 9½x11¼. Pub. at $44.95. **PRICE CUT to $39.95**


**2840989 BATTLE FOR ARGENTINA.** By J. Lambert & A. Ross. A comprehensive look at the motor torpedo boats, PT boats, motor gunboats, launches and submarine chasers who served with distinction throughout World War II. Fully illus. in color. 278 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $59.95

**2851233 THE RAIL ON ZEEBRUGGE.** By T. Termote & C. Decaluwe. Collects a series of photographic plates belonging to Alfred Carpenter. A unique record of the Zeppelin raids. Fully illus. 224 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $42.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.45**

**2929893 THE RAID ON ZEERUGGE.** By T. Termote & C. Decaluwe. Collects a series of photographic plates belonging to Alfred Carpenter. A unique record of the Zeppelin raids. Fully illus. 224 pages. Naval Institute. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $42.00. **PRICE CUT to $34.45**

**6922870 HITLER'S NAVAL: A Reference Guide to the Kriegsmarine 1935-1945.** By Jak P. Mallmann Showell. Covers all classes of ships: the naval bases, the organization, command and rank structure; the uniforms and awards, the sailors and commanders, and the events leading to the crew's collapse of the Treaty of Versailles to the collapse of the U-boat offensive and the demise of the Third Reich. Well illus., some in color. 223 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.45**

**6897312 HITLER'S WONDER U-BOATS.** By Jak P. Mallmann Showell. The story of Germany's highly secret Enigma machines, the German naval code machine which was used to encrypt radio messages. Full-color plates and maps. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**6992811 THE DESTROYER CAMPBELLTON.** By Al Ross. 127 pages. Naval Institute. 10x7¼. Pub. at $42.95. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

**6973440 ENIGMA U-BOATS: Breaking the Code.** By Jak P. Mallmann Showell. The story of Germany's highly secret Enigma machines, the German naval code machine which was used to encrypt radio messages. Full-color plates and maps. 224 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

**2956400 ALLIED COASTAL FORCES OF WORLD WAR II, VOLUME II: Vosper MTBs and UC Elcos.** By J. Lambert & A. Ross. A comprehensive look at the motor torpedo boats, PT boats, motor gunboats, launches and submarine chasers who served with distinction throughout World War II. Fully illus. in color. 278 pages. Naval Institute. 10x11¼. Pub. at $59.95
WW I & WW II Naval History

5813565 THE EMPEROR’S CODES: The Thrilling Story of the Allied Code Breakers Who Turned the Tide of War By Michael Smith. Examines for the first time how Japan’s codes were broken and the differing personalities and nationalities of the often eccentric codebreakers. Details the hard work and dedication of those who contributed mightily to the Allied victory. 17 pages of photos. 323 pages. Arcade. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $5.95

297485X DISCIPLES: The World War II Missions of the CIA Directors Who Fought for Wild Bill Donovan. By Douglas Waller. Allan Dulles ran the OSS’s most successful spy operation against the Axis. Bill Case organized missions to penetrate Nazi Germany. Bill Colby led OSS commando raids behind the lines in occupied France and Norway. Richard Helms mounted intelligence programs against the Russians in the ruins of Berlin. Discover the spellbinding story of these three men and the CIA that Donovan marshaled into the greatest intelligence agency of all time. 16 pages of photos. 566 pages. S&S. Pub. at $30.00 $9.95


2976455 MACARTHUR’S SPIES: The Soldier, the Singer, and the SpyMaster Who Defied the Japanese in World War II. By Peter Evans. This is the story of how MacArthur’s army of spies won a war that’s as fast-paced and emotionally intuitive as the very best spy thriller. Kix illuminates an unsung hero of the French Resistance—Robert de la Rocheforaud, an aristocrat turned undercover anti-Nazi leader. 286 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $27.99 $6.95

2852993 OSS IN CHINA: Prelude to Cold War. By Maochun Yu. A vivid narrative that reveals the reality of daily life at Bletchley Park. Briggs’s personal reflections cover the range of work done at Bletchley, from code-breaking to radio interception, to translation to administration, catering and maintenance work. 24 pages of photos. 202 pages. Frontline. $6.95

2857117 CRACKING THE LUFTWAFFE CODES: The Secrets of Bletchley Park. By Gwen Watkins. This is a compelling first-hand account of Britain’s battle to crack Germany’s codes, and the first memoir detailing life at Bletchley Park’s German Air Section. Here, former WAAF (Women’s Auxiliary Air Force) Gwen Watkins uncovers the story of the extraordinary code-breakers as they broke Hitler’s Enigma ciphers during WWll, helping to shorten the war and save countless lives. Photos. 434 pages. Hachette. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95


2870882 THE LAST GOODNIGHT: A World War II Story of Espionage, Adventure, and Betrayal. By Howard Blum. The most celebrated spy of World War II, who returned to the United States to expose the secrets behind his enigmatic past. 353 pages. PublicAffairs. Pub. at $28.00 $21.95


2857381 CODE NAME—LISE: The True Story of the Woman Who Became WWII’s Most Highly Decorated Spy. By Larry Loftis. This international bestselling author seamlessly weaves together a touching romance with a harrowing cat and mouse game into a story that is as much a portrait of courage, resilience, and patriotism. The riveting saga of two of World War II’s most fearless and most decorated operatives. Photos. 360 pages. Gallery. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $9.95

2957027 BURN AFTER READING: The Espionage History of World War II. By Ladasis Farago. From doing business to the stories of the secret war conducted apart from conventional warfare. Tells of both Allied and Axis spies. 320 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $15.95
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**NEW!** 2973273 AN ENGLISHMAN ABROAD: SOE Agent Dick Mallaby’s Italian Missions, 1943-1945, by Jon Barreschi. Based on twenty years of research in public and private archives, and with the cooperation of the Mallaby family, Barreschi has uncovered the true story of this real-life James Bond and the key role he played in two of the pivotal moments of Italy’s World War II story. Photos. 336 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $25.00 $17.95

2965190 LORENZ: Breaking Hitler’s Top Secret Code at Bletchley Park, by Jerry Roberts. For the first time, Captain Roberts, a codebreaker, tells the complete story of this extraordinary feat of intellect, and of his struggle to get his wartime colleagues the recognition they deserve. Their work at Bletchley Park is recognized as having kick-started the modern computer age. 16 pages of photos. 264 pages. History Press. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 **PRICE CUT to $11.95**


**680442X DOUBLE AGENT CECILY: MIS’s Crooked Hero, by Carolinda Witt. 16 pages of photos. 271 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $30.00


2968169 MAVELLER SPY: Stalin’s Super-Agent in World War II, by Hamish MacGibbon. 16 pages of photos. 228 pages. I.B. Tauris. Pub. at $29.00 $7.95

- **6823564 SECTION D FOR DESTRUCTION: Forerunner of SOE, by Malcolm Atkin. 16 pages of photos. 258 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

Air Combat & Aircraft

2967677 PACIFIC PayBack: The Carrier Aviators Who Avenged Pearl Harbor at the Battle of Midway. By Stephen L. Moore. For six months, from Pearl Harbor to the Battle of Midway—when the Second World War after victory—the Dauntless dive-bomber crews of the USS Enterprise saw almost constant deployment, intense carrier combat, and fearsome casualties. Not until Midway did the tide turn. It is the story of a sweeping saga of triumph and treachery. 16 pages of photos. 436 pages. NAL. Paperback. Pub. at $17.00 $4.95

2967125 AIR BATTLE FOR BURMA: Allied Pilots’ Fight for Supremacy. By Bryn Evans. Using veterans’ firsthand accounts, this volume tells the story of meeting. Here, Stewart includes their turbulent journeys, brought to life through rarely seen combat footage and the stories of the dedicated crews who flew in the ultimate air war for mastery.


- **2967960 NIGHTFIGHTERS: The Battle of Britain, by John Fredrickson. Explore the history of night aviation, from the introduction of the jet to the modern jet age. The story of Meeting. Here, Stewart includes their turbulent journeys, brought to life through rarely seen combat footage and the stories of the dedicated crews who flew in the ultimate air war for mastery.

2967005 SPITFIRE: A Battle History. By Richard Townshend Bickers. Describes how the Spitfire is celebrated in a narrative that is sure to appeal to war buffs widely, and commemorates the spirit of solidarity that characterized the experiences of No. 1 Fighter Wing. Well-illustrated. 516 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00 $9.95

2967871 SNIPER OF THE SKIES: The Story of George Frederick ‘Screwball’ Beurling, DSO, DFC, DFM and Bar. By Nick Thomas. This biographical study of Frederick serves as a tribute to one of the most successful and inspiring fighter pilots of the Second World War, and is a celebration of the achievements of the pilots who flew for the RAF in the Battle of Britain. 174 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3976367 DARWIN SPITFIRES: The Real Battle for Darwin. By John Cooper. Charts the exploits, losses and successes of the RAF’s No. 1 Fighter Wing and the contribution they made to the allied war effort. The Stalwart “Piera” 414 and “Piera” 401 each had a distinguished history and played a significant role in the defense of Australia. 368 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.00 $4.95

2965056 THE KAMIKAZE HUNTERS: Flying the Phantom, 1945, By Horace Hearn. In May 1945, battle still raged in the Pacific, and it was then that the Japanese unleashed a new form of warfare—the Kamikaze. Drawing on meticulous research and access to the remnants of survivors, Fedeler conveys the terrifying reality of fighting against pilots who deliberately flew their planes into Allied aircraft. Photos. Pegasus. Pub. at $27.95 $16.95

295527X IRON MASONDON DOWNS F-4 PHANTOM II: Air Vanguard 22. By Peter Davies. Initially designed as a long-range fighter and equipped with a massive armament, the F-4 was the heart of the USN McDonnell Douglas F-4 Phantom II. It was a plane that was developed to serve in the most advanced air-to-air role in the world. 

2784017 LUFTWAFFE OVER FINLAND: Luftwaffe at War, By K. Streiffer. Covers a previously neglected aspect of Luftwaffe history, the operations, units, and Experten on the Northern Front. Features over 100 rare photographs, many taken by Luftwaffe personnel. 72 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

5793578 HIT THE TARGET, By Bill Yenne. Delivers the true story of the Eighth Air Force (aka the “Mighty Eighth”). This account takes readers back to the Phantom’s heyday, and provides a compelling look at what it was like to be one of the brave airmen who flew in the face of death. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. Casserole.

2970309 FOCKE WULF 190: Luftwaffe at War. By Morten Jensen. Charts the rise and fall of the German Air Force from 1939 to 1945. For the first time, this book presents the story of one of the Luftwaffe’s most feared aircraft—she helped revolutionize airframe and weapon development. 370 pages. NAL. Original. Pub. at $26.95 $3.95

2925060 EYES ALL OVER THE SKY: Aerial Reconnaissance in the First World War. By James Streadamus. At the outbreak of World War I, few people foresaw just how significant a role a reconnaissance aircraft could play in the fighting. This account fully explores all aspects of aerial reconnaissance and its previously under-appreciated significance. 16 pages of photos. 239 pages. Caseram.
See more titles at erhbc.com/693
**287980** HEINKEL HE 111, VOL. II: Top Drawings 59. By Maciej Nosczak. A range of scale drawings and color artworks provide a multi-angled portrait of this fierce German aircraft. Includes a fold-out scale drawing displaying the entire craft from above and below, along with detailed specifications. Kagero 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

**285776** GLOSTER GAUNTLET: Orange Series No. 8118. By Alex Crawford. This volume offers a complete and comprehensive history of the development, construction, and service of the Gauntlet, plus scale plans, photographs, and drawings from pre-war technical manuals and walk-around color photographs of the sole surviving example of the type. MAP Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $23.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**285782** 263 SQUADRON: Gladiators over the Fight. By Alex Crawford. This work tells the story of 263 Squadron, which took its Gladiators to Norway, not once but twice. Using official documents and first-hand accounts, the story of 263 Squadron is told in full detail. Well illus. 120 pages. STRATUS. 8¼x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**683226** ACES OF THE LUFTWAFFE: The Jagdlieger in the Second World War. By Peter Jacobs. This enthralling military history captures the remarkable exploits of the legendary German Luftwaffe aces, identifying the tactics and techniques that secured many Jagdlieger victories. Kagero 24 pages of photos. 208 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**6875483** GERMAN AIRSHIPS: Parseval-Schutte-Lanz-Zeppelin. By Heinz J. Nowarra. A broad selection of technical drawings stimulates interest in the history of German airships, both in peacetime production and in the air. Providing a unique look at the airships of both World Wars, as seen through the lens of Germany’s earliest moments in the sky. 52 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


**2976080** F6F HELLCAT: Grumman’s Ace Maker in World War II. By David Doyle. Through carefully researched photos, many never before published, the history and details of this iconic aircraft are revealed in this profusely illustrated volume. 112 pages. Schiffer. **$16.95**

**6854486** CORSAIR: Vought’s F4U in World War II and Korea. By David Doyle. The Corsair was rarely if ever shown in the United States Marine Corps in two wars, but also remaining in production through 1952. Through carefully researched photos, many never before published, the history and details of this iconic aircraft are revealed. 112 pages. Schiffer. **$16.95**

**6923789** DAYLIGHT BOMBING OPERATIONS 1939-1942: Voices in Flight. By Martin W. Bowman. These gathered first-hand accounts of the misery and fortitude, desperation and terror endured by the civilian population during the Blitz Nights in Copenhagen. ATM. 232 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2784122** THE NIGHT AIR WAR: Voices in Flight. By Martin W. Bowman. In this detailed re-enactment of the air war over Western Europe and the raids flown by the men of RAF Bomber Command, the author has pieced together official data and the words and memories of the pilots involved in all facets of the proceedings to deliver this riveting work. 234 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95. **$6.95**

**287431X** BATTLEFIELD BOMBERS: Deep Sea Attack. By Martin W. Bowman. Featuring a wide-ranging selection of experiences of British and Commonwealth Bomber Command aircrew during WWII, this volume details the deep sea bombing raids that occurred within this time-frame. The unassuming but compelling story of these men tells the story of some of the most dangerous operations of the war. 320 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95. **$9.95**

**28621936** ON THE HIGHWAYS OF THE SKIES: The 8th Air Force in World War II. By Martin W. Bowman. This book tells the story of the U.S. 8th Air Force fighter and bomber groups of the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd Air Divisions from 1942 to 1945. Many first-hand accounts tell what combat was like in the skies over Europe, and the author has combined them with the words and memories of the men who were part of the 8th Air Force. 200 pages. Pen & Sword. **$7.95**

**2922711** LOST WINGS OF WORLD WAR I: The Western Front 1914-1918. By Martin W. Bowman. Chronicles the stories of army and navy aviation on the Western Front between 1914 and 1918. Featuring a selection of the incredible, bloody, aerial battles flown by RFC, German, American, British, and Commonwealth pilots feature explosions of drama and heroism, while stories of escape and life after the war are told in over 320 pages of photos. 236 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $44.95. **$9.95**


**2856045** YAKOVLEV YAK-3. By Artur Juszczak. Forty color profiles of the famous Yakovlev Yak-3 fighter, showing a variety of views of the different marks of this aircraft, including the Yak-3b version flown by French Normandy-Nieman Regiment. 43 pages. MAP Books. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $32.00. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2857685** BRISTOL F.2B FIGHTER: Polish Wings No. 25. By Tomasz J. Kopanski. The next volume in the popular Polish Wings series is on the famous British WWII fighters in Polish Air Forces. Covers duty of these aircraft during Polish-Bolsheviks wars and early 1920s. Includes more than 150 color profiles. 80 pages. STRATUS. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2912445** FOKKER E.V/D.VIII: Polish Wings No. 26. By Tomasz J. Kopanski. This volume presents the story of the famous Fokker E.V/D.VIII in Polish Air Forces in WWII. Covers duty of these aircraft during Polish-Bolsheviks wars and early 1920s. Includes more than 150 color profiles. 80 pages. STRATUS. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $26.00. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6898548** THE FLYING TIGERS: The Untold Story of the American Pilots Who Served a Secret War Against Japan. By Stephen Tan. This first hidden story of the group of young American men and women who crossed the Pacific before Pearl Harbor to risk their lives defending China. The book takes readers right into the cockpit of their iconic shark-nosed P-40 planes as the Tigers perform dangerous missions against the Japanese after the disaster at Pearl Harbor, and whose heroism changed the world. 16 pages of photos. 254 pages. Viking. Pub. at $28.00. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
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678114 THE OFFICER CORPS OF CUSTER’S SEVENTH CAVALRY, 1865-1876. By James B. kieler. Offers a remarkable look at more than 100 unsung heroes from one of the most famous regiments in American history—whose impressive feats, astonishing courage, and colorful backgrounds have been overshadowed by the tragedy at Little Big Horn. Vintage photographs and useful maps round out the stories of each of these men. 128 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $9.95 $24.95

6787924 LEGION CONDOR: History, Organization, Aircraft, Uniforms, Awards, Memorabilia 1936-1939. By Raul Arias et al. This large format volume contains over 1,100 images of Germany’s Legion Condor during the Spanish Civil War. Coverage of all branches of the Legion Condor, with a special emphasis on aviation, includes detailed operational and unit histories, technical data, unit colors, unit insignias, and more. 292 pages. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $79.99 $29.95

6851644 THE KNIGHTS TEMPLAR AT WAR 1120-1312. By Paul Hill. An in-depth reassessment of the Templars that focuses on how this medieval military order processed its tasks, and how it secured central to any new plans to regain the Holy Land after the fall of Ace in 1291. Hill shows how they were funded and supplied, how they integrated new technologies, and the strategies they employed. Illus., some in color. 246 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $32.95

★69905X THE RUSSIAN ARMY IN THE GREAT NORTHERN WAR 1700-21, NO. 23. By Boris Mergovy. Describes the armed forces of France and Russia and the conflicts that resulted in the war. This book contains 30 maps and 200 illustrations, including color artwork depicting the weapon that armed British and other forces for more than four decades. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $14.95

2783630 ENCYCLOPEDIA OF ELITE FORCES IN THE SECOND WORLD WAR. By Michael E. Haskew. Arranged by nation, this study covers such famous units as the U.S. Rangers, British SAS and German Waffen-SS, as well as some lesser-known units like Peter’s new standing army and his brand new wartime footage. Covers weapons such as the Destroyer, Sea Mines, Antisubmarine Warfare; Guided Missiles; Laser Technology, the Atomic Bomb; and many others. Illus., some in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x12. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2863243 MILITARY MACHINES: Combat Vehicles for Land, Sea & Air, Ed. by Alberto Hernandez et al. Dissects over 60 incredible battle ready machines from Throughout history, using stunning 3D cutaway illustrations and fact boxes, along with fascinating war scenes that show how this cutting edge equipment has evolved. Each vehicle is presented on 2 pages. 224 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★6732347 THE ’BROOMHANDLE’ MAUSER: Weapon 58. By Jonathan Fergus. The account of the groundbreaking semi-automatic pistol that armed a generation of military personnel, adventurers and revolutionaries at the beginning of the 20th century. At a time when most handguns were limited to six rounds, the ten shot Mauser caught the attention of the world for its firepower and high velocity cartridge. Illus., many in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $11.95


2921154 DRONE WARRIOR: An Elite Soldier’s Inside Account of the Hunt for America’s Most Dangerous Enemies. By Steve L. X. V auction. The first U.S. military veteran tells his story in a remarkable narrative packed with more classified drone operations cleared for public release than any other account. This is a clear-eyed, unvarnished view into the remarkably complex nature of drone missions in the hottest conflict zones today and the rigorous on the ground decisions behind them. 316 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95

★6843330 ITALIAN ARMOURED & RECONNAISSANCE CARS 1911-45: With New Vanguard 261. By Cappelletto & P. Battistelli. Using detailed color plates and archive photographs, the authors examine the development and use of the Italian armored car at the beginning of both world wars and the inter-war years, from the deserts of North Africa to the slopes of the Alps. 256 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

★2825368 NO MISSION IS IMPOSSIBLE: The Death-Defying Missions of the Israeli Special Forces. By M. Bar-Zohar & N. De La Reportage. This large format volume contains over 300 images of Israel’s most famous and best kept secrets, including praise-filled tributes to the men who carry out the world’s most dangerous operations. 200 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

2884089 DELTA FORCE: A Memoir by the Founder of the U.S. Military’s Most Secretive Special-Operations Unit. By B. V elivovich & C. S. Stewart. A decorated Vietnam veteran tells his story in a remarkable narrative packed with more classified drone operations cleared for public release than any other account. This is a clear-eyed, unvarnished view into the remarkably complex nature of drone missions in the hottest conflict zones today and the rigorous on the ground decisions behind them. 316 pages. Dey Street. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $4.95


Weapons & Military Technology

★6806740 WEAPONS OF WAR: Naval Weaponry & Projectiles. Presents 20 incredible historical films with actual weapons and projectiles were used in WWII, the Korean War, Vietnam, and Desert Storm. Over 8 hours on five DVDs. Topics Entertainment. Pub. at $19.99 $5.95

2965747 THE ILLUSTRATED ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WEAPONS: From Flint Axes to Automatic Weapons. By Chuck Willis. Displays the full range of weapons from the collection of the German Museum of World History, located in Anniston, Alabama. Offers information on weapon innovators, including集团股份．Especially, it includes the development and the weapons owned by Napoleon Bonaparte, Heinrich Himmler, Catherine the Great, Benito Mussolini and many others. Illus., some in color. 320 pages. Thunder Bay. 9x12. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2863243 MILITARY MACHINES: Combat Vehicles for Land, Sea & Air, Ed. by Alberto Hernandez et al. Dissects over 60 incredible battle ready machines from throughout history, using stunning 3D cutaway illustrations and fact boxes, along with fascinating war scenes that show how this cutting edge equipment has evolved. Each vehicle is presented on 2 pages. 224 pages. Parragon. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 $4.95

★6703048 THE COMPOSITE BOW: The Making and Fighting of the World’s Finest Weapon. By W. B. Velevich. The story of this extraordinary piece of military hardware, how it was made and how various cultures developed different tactics for using it. Loades explains why the composite bow achieved such stunning successes and how it endowed as a weapon of choice for thousands of colors. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

★6835270 THE CROSSBOW: Weapons 61. By Mike Loades. Loades traces the origins, development, combat record and last legacy of the crossbow, the formidable weapon that played a key role for a host of battles and sieges across Europe and Asia. Well illus., most in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95 $14.95

6813151 T-99 STANDARD TANK: New Vanguard 255. By Steven J. Zaloga. The T-90 was Russia’s first mass-produced tank following the 1991 collapse of the Soviet Union. This volume describes the development of the T-90 and the wide range of specialized vehicles based on the T-90 chassis, such as the formidable Terminator tank support vehicle, the TOS-1 artillery rocket system and more. Fully illus. in color. 48 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00 $12.95

★6781152 U.S. GRENADE LAUNCHERS–M79, M203, AND M320: Weapon 57. By Gordon L. Rottmann. Brought to life in full-color artwork and photos both historical and contemporary, this volume details the incredible range of grenade launchers that equipped the United States and its allies in Vietnam and the Middle East, beyond, from the 1960s to the present day. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 $9.95

★6877249 THE ART OF THE JAPANESE SWORD: The Craft of Swordmaking and Its Appreciation. By Leon & Hiroko Kapp et al. This collection of photographs shows the incredible range of Japanese blades. By gaining a good understanding of how modern craftsmen use completely traditional methods to make the sword, and prepare their steel, forge the sword, and create the unique hardened edge, readers will be able to appreciate the Japanese sword more fully. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Tuttle. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $44.95 $29.95
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Fortresses & Castles

288700 Fortresses & Castles. By John C. G. Rigg. This book chronicles the development and construction of castles and fortresses from earliest times to the modern era, featuring over 300 illustrations and maps. 312 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95

Naval History


281305X British Destroyer vs German Destroyer: Duel 88. By D. Greenfield & D. Campbell. Featuring specially commissioned artwork and drawing upon a range of sources, this absorbing study traces the development of the two sides' subsequent development and deployment of destroyers. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00

279398 HMS Bellerophon. By Colin Penty. The story of the HMS Bellerophon spans the dramatic years of the Napoleonic War and is a superb record of the Royal Navy's duties and battles over the period of 1793-1815. This work not only describes the battle, but also gives the reader a vivid picture of the Royal Navy during a period of great drama and national danger. Illus. 303 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

672290 USS Iowa (BB-61): Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle. Explores the design, construction, and commissioning of the USS Iowa, the lead ship in the United States Navy's last and most battle-worthy battleship. Full color researched photographs and descriptive captions put the reader on the deck of this historic warship. 128 pages. Schiffer. 1/8 x 1/4

6951627 USS Missouri BB-63: Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle. This book tells the story of America's most famous warship and the world's last battleship, told from her inception in 1940 through WWll kamikaze attacks, to her being the location of the Japanese surrender in Tokyo Bay, on September 2, 1945. Fully illus., some in color. 128 pages. Schiffer.

6951635 USS North Carolina BB-55: Legends of Warfare. By David Doyle. The U.S. Navy's newest battleship when America entered WWll, she was the source of encouragement for a Depression-wrought nation during her construction and also of pride among a fleet of aging battleships. Earning 15 battle stars, the North Carolina is America's most decorated battleship. Fully illus., most in color. 112 pages. Schiffer.


695907 Vanguard 260. By Edward Hampshire. Examines the history of the Vanguard class of battleships, from their design and construction to their service during both world wars. Illus. 1 page. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95


Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonbookseller
**Naval History**

**9513922** THE IMPERIAL GERMAN NAVY OF WORLD WAR I, VOL. 1: Wartime. By Jeffrey J. King. A comprehensive photographic study of the Kaiser's Naval forces during the First World War includes technical information for each warship along with historical narratives focusing on the battles and campaigns of the sea. Special emphasis is given to those warships that participated in the Battle of Skagerrak. Schiffer. 9⅛x12%. Pub. at $99.99. **$59.95**

**6992927** NAVAL CEREMONIES, SANDWICHES, AND TRADITIONS, SIXTH EDITION. By W.P. Mack & R.W. Connell. First published in 1934, this volume has enjoyed a reputation both as an authoritative guide to conduct in contemporary maritime setting and as a fascinating history of the Navy's traditions and customs. Photos. 403 pages. Naval Institute. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $37.95. **SOLD OUT**

---

**941877** BRITISH BATTLESHIPS OF THE VICTORIAN ERA. By Norman Friedman. This comprehensive volume analyzes the broader factors of politics, economics and international rivalry that shaped the development of these ships and explains how these influences worked through into the ships that were actually built. The result is a much deeper understanding of the warships and their designs. Well illus., some in color. 400 pages. Naval Institute. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $85.00. **$64.95**

**6807496** THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP YAMATO: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Ceare. Filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Japanese battleship. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings this volume offers a comprehensive and detailed history of Yamato's design. 102 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. **$27.95**

**2880725** THE JAPANESE DESTROYER FUBUKI: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Ceare. Features meticulously detailed, fold-out scale drawings offering an extensive profile of the destroyer's design. Highly representative full-color reference is filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Japanese destroyer. 93 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. **$27.95**

**2880869** THE ITALIAN BATTLESHIP LITTORIO: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Ceare. Filled cover to cover with color computer-generated 3D illustrations that showcase the components of this Italian battleship. Meticulously detailed with fold-out scale drawings this volume offers a comprehensive and detailed history of Littorio's design. 93 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. **$27.95**

---

**2842629** AIRCRAFT CARRIER VICTORIOUS. By David Hobbs. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Seaford. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $49.95. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**


**694289X** CRUISER BIRMINGHAM. By Conrad Waters. 144 pages. Seaford. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $46.95. **PRICE CUT to $31.95**

---


---

**5979475** FIRESHIP: The Terror Weapon of the Age of Sail. By Peter Kirsch. Packed with incidents and sometimes explosive material, the fireship was a weapon effective on the high seas. The sailing era. Revealing the impact of this formidable weapon on the history of naval warfare, this volume looks at the technology and analysis of the fireship for its decline. Well illus., some in color. 256 pages. Naval Institute. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $74.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6993141** U.S. SUBMARINES THROUGH 1945: An Illustrated Design History. By Norman Friedman. The first full length history of U.S. submarines developing over nearly a century, from a minor adjunct of the surface fleet to a central element of modern naval power. Detailed close-up profiles and type of submarine show how the submarines changed. The accompanying text and extensive captions tell why. Well illus. 379 pages. Naval Institute. 8⅛x11%. Pub. at $67.95. **PRICE CUT to $44.95**

---

**9257000** BRITISH DESTROYERS: From Earliest Days to the Second World War. By W. J. G. E. Wright. A detailed study of the early days of British destroyers, combining technical history with an appreciation of the changing role of destroyers in the tactics of their deployment. It reveals the rationale and not just the process of important technological developments. Fully illus. 320 pages. Naval Institute. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $89.95. **$59.95**

---

**9694818** NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 05. By Witold Koszelka et al. 80 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**6902065** THE WORLD’S GREATEST AIRCRAFT CARRIERS: An Illustrated History. By David Ross. Fully illus., some in color. 224 pages. Amber. 9⅛x12%. Pub. at $34.95. **$19.95**

---


**6742440** THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP MUSASHI: Super Drawings in 3D. By Carlo Ceare. Fully illus. in color. 88 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

---

**6955983** NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 07. Ed. by Damian Majszk. 80 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**6955991** NAVAL ARCHIVES, VOL. 08. Ed. by Damian Majszk. 80 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

---


**2842629** AIRCRAFT CARRIER VICTORIOUS. By David Hobbs. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Seaford. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $49.95. **PRICE CUT to $29.95**

---


**6804498** THE JAPANESE BATTLESHIP SMS POSEI. By M. Samuel & G. Staff. 82 pages. Kagero. 8⅛x11%. Paperbound. Pub. at $36.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

---

**2805766** SUNK PETTY OFFICER’S GUIDE, 2ND EDITION. By Paul A. Kingsbury. 35 pages. Naval Institute. Paperbound. Pub. at $37.95. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

**6723268** THE ROYAL NAVY: 100 Years of Maritime Warfare in the Modern Age. By Julian Thompson. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Andre Deutsch. 10⅛x11%. Pub. at $60.00. **PRICE CUT to $14.95**

---

**2895579** HOW THE BARBARIAN INVASIONS SHAPED THE MODERN WORLD. By Thomas J. Craughwell. A richly detailed chronicle that brings to light the one trait that links them all: the links that map all barbarians. The Alaric the Goth, Genghis Khan, and many other barbarian kings. From the establishment of the English language and the foundation of world capitals, to the explosive introduction of gunpowder to Europe. This book shows how the barbarians made a lasting mark on history. Well illus., many in color. 319 pages. Crestline. Pub. at $14.95. **$6.95**


---
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Spies & Espionage

- **2982625** THE MOSCOW RULES: The Secret CIA Tactics That Helped Win the Cold War by Daniel Ellsberg. Tells the story of the intelligence breakthroughs in the 1970s that turned the odds in America’s favor in the Cold War. As experts in disguise, Antonio and Josty, this future wife Jonna, were instrumental in developing a series of tactics that allowed CIA officers to outmaneuver the true espionage classic. 287 pages. Bileback. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

- **2905719** THE TUNNELS: Escapes Under the Berlin Wall and the Historic Films the JFK White House Tried to Kill by John H. Mill. In the summer of 1962, a group of West Germans risked everything to liberate friends, lovers and strangers by digging tunnels under the Berlin Wall. Twenty-two of the 26 would later reveal how they executed the secret projects and, much to the chagrin of President John F. Kennedy, raced to be the first to document them from the inside. Mitchell shares that thrilling Cold War narrative here. Photos. 382 pages. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **2697722** THE DOOMSDAY MACHINE: Confessions of a Nuclear War Planner by Daniel Ellsberg. Former defense analyst Ellsberg reveals his shocking firsthand account of America’s nuclear program in the 1960s. No other insider has ever written so candidly of the nuclear strategy of the late Eisenhower and early Kennedy years, and nothing has fundamentally changed since then. Ellsberg. 420 pages. Bloomberg. **PRICE CUT to $2.95**

- **2864878** MOSCOW NIGHTS: The Van Cliburn Story–How One Man and His Piano Transformed the Cold War. By Nigel Cliff. In 1958, an unrefined piano prodigy from Texas traveled to Moscow to compete in the International Tchaikovsky Competition. The Soviets had no intention of bestowing their coveted prize on an unknown American, but when the gangly, shy 23 year old began to play, he instantly captivated a nation. The story of an unknown musician who became a beacon of hope and peace. 16 pages of photos. 452 pages. Harper. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $7.99**

- **2847026** THE PARISIAN: The French Agent Who Fooled Ten Presidents by Colin Freeman. The story of a French intelligence officer who passed for a French diplomat for 40 years. Freeman. 416 pages. St. Martin’s. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **2699307** STEALTH BOAT: Fighting the Cold War in a Fast-Attack Submarine. By Gannon McHale. For many years the public discussion of the U.S. Navy’s fast attack submarines during the Cold War was strictly guarded. In this memoir, McHale gives us a clear look inside the Navy’s Fast Attack Submarine (FAS) effort. His recollections focus on his experiences and those of other men with whom he served. PublicAffairs. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **290570X** THE MARSHALL PLAN: Dawn of the Cold War. By Benn Steil. Steil’s thrilling account brings to life the seminal episodes marking the collapse of the postwar U.S.-Soviet relations—the Prague coup, the Berlin Blockade and the division of Germany. Given the current echoes of the Cold War, as Putin’s Russia rattles the world order, the tenuous balance power and uncertain order of the late 1940s is as relevant as ever. Photos. 608 pages. S&S. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**


- **6834948** MOSCOW NIGHTS: The Van Cliburn Story–How One Man and His Piano Transformed the Cold War. By Nigel Cliff. 16 pages of photos. 452 pages. Harper. Pub. at $28.99 **PRICE CUT to $16.95**


- **2213432** THE SPIRITUAL DIRECTOR: The Life and Death of a Russian Spy. By Mark Urban. 310 pages. Holt. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

- **2827204** THE WAY OF THE STRANGERS: Encounters with the Islamic State. By James Landis. The author of many books on Asia and Moscow visits the streets of Cairo to the mosques of London. Wood takes us on an intimate journey into the minds of the Islamic State’s true believers, interviewing supporters, recruiters and the group. He also speaks with non-Islamic State Muslim scholars and journalists, and explores the group’s ideological, coherent approach to Islam. 317 pages. Random. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **5999207** THE TAKING OF K-129: How the CIA and Howard Hughes Steal a Russian Sub in the Most Daring Covert Operation in History. By John Dean. 431 pages. Dutton. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

- **6998516** THE HISTORY OF JIHAD: From Muhammad to ISIS. By Robert Spencer. The comprehensive history of the role of war and terror in the spread of Islam. Traces the 1,400 year war of Islamic jihadis against the rest of the world. Told in great part in the words of contemporaries, both Muslim and non-Muslim. 440 pages. Bombardier Books. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **6874932** THE COMPLETE INFIDEL’S GUIDE TO ISIS. By Robert Spencer. Reveals the bloody drenched history and inner workings of an Islamic State—its military conquests, how it is financing its expansion, the significance of the newly declared caliphate and its long roots in Muslim history; and the ideology that is driving its success. 357 pages. Regnery. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **2693545** THE ISIS HOSTAGE: One Man’s True Story of 3 Months in Captivity. By Pburg, pans. 144 pages. S&S. **PRICE CUT to $12.99**

- **6815197** THE MARSHALL PLAN: Dawn of the Cold War. By Benn Steil. Steil’s thrilling account brings to life the seminal episodes marking the collapse of the postwar U.S.-Soviet relations—the Prague coup, the Berlin Blockade and the division of Germany. Given the current echoes of the Cold War, as Putin’s Russia rattles the world order, the tenuous balance power and uncertain order of the late 1940s is as relevant as ever. Photos. 608 pages. S&S. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

- **290580X** THE MARSHALL PLAN: Dawn of the Cold War. By Benn Steil. Focusing on the critical years 1947 to 1949, the author’s thrilling account brings to life the seminal episodes marking the collapse of the postwar U.S.-Soviet relations. We see and understand Stalin’s determination to crush the Marshall Plan and undermine American power. Steil’s account is an instant classic of Cold War history, 160 pages of photos. 608 pages. S&S. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $20.00**

- **6902095** OCEANS VENTURED: Winning the Cold War at Sea. By John Lehman. Reagan led a bipartisan Congress to restore American command of the seas by building a navy backed by six hundred surface ships and fifteen aircraft carriers after he took office in 1981, and the U.S. proved that it could effectively operate carriers and aircraft in the Arctic waters. Lehman reveals the untold story of the naval operations that helped win the Cold War. Photos. 330 pages. Norton. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

- **2860916** THE THREE POWERS AND THE JAPANESE: China, Japan, and the Other Asian Powers. By Edward D. Sebesta. China and Japan, two great powers in Asia, have been engaged in a rivalry for over a century. This book examines the interactions between China and Japan, and other Asian powers, from the Sino-Japanese War to the present day. 304 pages. Greenwood. **PRICE CUT to $17.95**

- **290580X** THE MARSHALL PLAN: Dawn of the Cold War. By Benn Steil. Steil’s thrilling account brings to life the seminal episodes marking the collapse of the postwar U.S.-Soviet relations—the Prague coup, the Berlin Blockade and the division of Germany. Given the current echoes of the Cold War, as Putin’s Russia rattles the world order, the tenuous balance power and uncertain order of the late 1940s is as relevant as ever. Photos. 608 pages. S&S. Paperback. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

- **2827204** THE WAY OF THE STRANGERS: Encounters with the Islamic State. By James Landis. The author of many books on Asia and Moscow visits the streets of Cairo to the mosques of London. Wood takes us on an intimate journey into the minds of the Islamic State’s true believers, interviewing supporters, recruiters and the group. He also speaks with non-Islamic State Muslim scholars and journalists, and explores the group’s ideological, coherent approach to Islam. 317 pages. Random. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

- **5999207** THE TAKING OF K-129: How the CIA and Howard Hughes Steal a Russian Sub in the Most Daring Covert Operation in History. By John Dean. 431 pages. Dutton. **PRICE CUT to $27.95**

- **2693545** THE ISIS HOSTAGE: One Man’s True Story of 3 Months in Captivity. By Pburg, pans. 144 pages. S&S. **PRICE CUT to $12.99**
2802716 THE LONGEST AFTERNOON. By Brendan Simms. In 1815, Napoleon returned to France, where two hastily mobilized armies faced each other for the future of Europe. Neither side could have predicted that the battle would be decided by the Second Light Battalion Kingsberg. It is the simple task of defending Haye Sainte farmhouse. Their actions, which decided the most influential battle in European history, are chronicled here. 186 pages. Basic. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. [PRICE CUT TO $24.95]

6990541 ROMAN LEGIONARIES: Soldiers of Empire. By Simon Elliott. This concise history of the Roman legionary covers their evolution from the early Republic, exploring how the Romans assimilated the best of their enemies' military ideas to develop the training, weaponry and equipment of the imperial legions. Illus. 160 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

6707835 THEY SHALL NOT PASS! The British Battalion at Jarama. By Ben Hughes. In 1937, a small group of British volunteers sailed from England to fight the threat of dictatorship in Spain. When the Spanish Civil War erupted, Madrid, they achieved their first victory against Franco's fascist forces. Hughes uses firsthand accounts to reconstruct the battle of Jarama in this gripping history. Photos, some color. 272 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $25.95. $6.95

2866633 WAR IN THE FAR EAST, VOLUME 1: Storm Clouds over the Pacific, 1931-1941. By Peter Harmsen. The first volume in this trilogy begins a decade before the day that lives in infamy, showing how it can only be understood if ancient hatreds and longstanding geopolitical tensions are taken into account. The eminently China and Japan which gained in the late 19th and 20th centuries, exploded into conflict in 1937, when a war of attrition continued up to 1941. 32 pages of photos. 234 pages. Casemate. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95. $6.95

2815982 FALL OF THE DOUBLE EAGLE: The Battle for Galicia and the Demise of Austria-Hungary. By John R. Schindler. Explains how Austria-Hungary, the most powerful of the Central Powers and the foresee ill consequences, consciously chose in war that fruitful summer of 1914. While Austria-Hungary’s ultimate defeat and the fall of the Habsburg Dynasty. During the autumn of 1918, the late summer of 1914 on the plains and hills of Galicia sealed its late. 347 pages. Potomac Books. $29.95

2866883 WARS AND SOLDIERS IN THE EARLY REIGN OF LOUIS XIV, VOLUME 1: The Army of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, 1660-1667. By Bruno Mugnai. The author examines the evolution of the Dutch Army, its equipment, weapons and tactics, along with its uniforms, flags and ensigns. This resource is lavishly illustrated and contains a series of color plates that depict the Army of the United Provinces of the Netherlands, 1660-1667. 284 pages. Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00. $32.95

2969911 WILLIAM III’S ITALIAN ALLY: Piedmont and the War of the League of Augsburg 1683-1687. By Ciro Paciotti. The nature of the late 17th century warring in Italy is explained and the author examines the organization, training and logistics. Along with archival images, the text is enhanced with color plates, maps and flags of this highly visual period. 216 pages. Pen & Sword. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.95. $32.95

2791641 FRENCH GUARDSMEN VERSUS RUSSIAN JAEGER, 1812-14: Combat 4. By Robert Beck. When the Jaeger Regiments and Napoleon’s Young Guard clashed repeatedly during the campaigns of 1812-14. This fascinating account examines the history of these battles, offering insights into the realities of front line combat, gripping first-hand accounts, tactical maps, and more. Well illus., some in color. 80 pages. Osprey. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.95. $9.95

2873079 CHARGE! Great Cavalry Charges of the Napoleonic Wars. By Digby Smith. This book brings life to some of the most exciting and effective examples of cavalry in action in the Napoleonic Wars. Alongside the most famous and key battles of the period, are lesser known but equally exciting actions. This is an incisive analysis of the role and performance of cavalry in 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Stackpole. Pub. at $39.95. [PRICE CUT TO $19.95]

281076X THE LAST THROW OF THE DICE: Bourbaki and Werder in Eastern France 1870-71. By Quintin Barry. Recounts the last attempt by the Government of National Defence to reverse the outcome of the Franco-Prussian War, as Leon Gambetta launched the Army of the East under General Charles Bourbaki, in a desperate attack on the German lines of communication in 16 pages of photos. 304 pages. Helion & Company. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95. [PRICE CUT TO $29.95]

6900313 THE LEGION CONQUER: A History of the Luftwaffe in the Spanish Civil War 1936-39. By K. Ries & H. Ring. Details the infamous volunteer unit that fought with pro-Franco forces during the war, including information on how later Luftwaffe tactics and strategies were first put into effect during operations in Spain, on casualties, and other details. On 287 pages. Schiffer. 8x11/4". $31.95

2899052 NAPOLEON AT DRESDEN: The Battles of August 1813. By George Nathaniel. A three-volume series on the 1813 campaign. It discusses every battle and significant action in all parts of Germany—including various sieges. Detailed color maps support the major battles and a large collection of orders of battle drawn from the French archives support the discussion of the campaign. 360 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $69.95. [PRICE CUT TO $44.95]

279697X MARENCO: The Victory That Placed the Crown of France on Napoleon’s Head. By T.E. Crowdy, 16 pages of illus., some color. 316 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $42.95. $32.95


2792419 THE WARS OF SPANISH AMERICAN INDEPENDENCE 1809-29: Essential Histories 77. By John Fletcher. Well illus., some in color. 96 pages. Osprey. Pub. at $21.95. $6.95


British Military History

286522X BRITISH MILITARY RIFLES. By John Johnson. The book details the development of the rifle and chronicles its use in the British Army from its earliest days in the American Revolutionary War, through the Boer War and the technological advances of the Victorian era, to the present individual weapon, the SA80, used by British forces in service around the world. Well illus., some in color. 48 pages. Shire. Paperbound. $4.95

2815326 THE ZULUS AT WAR. By A. Grimwade & K. Bruce. The little-known consequences of the division of Zululand, the Boer War, and the 1906 Zulu Rebellion are analyzed in this study in fascinating detail. Contains facts, maps, and color plates to provide the Zulu perspective, making this volume unique among most popular histories. 16 pages of photos. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99. $4.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/693
286335 DISCOVERING BRITISH REGIMENTAL TRADITIONS. By Ian F.W. Beckett. Here is a volume that charts the history of the British Army by using one of its most distinctive aspects, its regimental traditions. It describes the emergence of a royal army under Charles II and its expansion during the eighteenth century, the formation of the militia, the yeomanry and the Territorial and more.

2892254 THE BOER WAR 1899-1902: Despatches from the Front. Compiled by Lance & J. Grehan. This narrative details the Boers’ bitter war with the British Empire. It gives reports from such battles as Talana Hill, Elandslaagte, Belmont, and Diamond Hill, plus highly detailed descriptions of both British commanders and subordinate officers to deliver an unrivalled account of the last war of the Victorian era. 230 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

2891111 THE BATTLE OF NEUVE CHAPELLE: Britain’s Forgotten Offensive of 1915. By Paul Kendall. A major combined offensive was planned in the Artois region of France but the French had to cancel their part in the operation. This did not deter the commander of the British expeditionary force, Sir John French, and on March 10, 1915, the British attacked the German positions centered on the village of Neuve Chapelle. Illus. 288 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95

2892152 DEATH BEFORE GLORY: by Martin R. Howard. Reconstructions in graphic detail the entirety of the British campaigns in the region between 1793 and 1815. Howard also focuses on the human experience of the men, the climatic conditions, the rations and diet, military discipline and training, the treatment of the wounded and the impact of disease. 16 pages of illus. 241 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $49.95

2891987 GIBRALTAR: The Greatest Siege in British History. By Roy & Lesley Atkins. An overlooked key to the British loss in the American Revolution, the authors offer a rip-roaring account of the dramatic siege by Spain and France of Britain’s Mediterranean fortress of Gibraltar. Stories in British history, it made it the most famous fortress in the world and an iconic symbol of strength and stability. 16 pages of illus., some color. 449 pages. Penguin. Paperback. $12.95


2850699 THE SAS POCKET MANUAL 1941-1945. Compiled by Christopher Westhorp. This detailed packed handbook draws upon a range of authentic wartime material—from reports by key individuals to listings of equipment and weapons—to deliver an exciting insight into the pioneering years of arguably the British Army’s most famous military force. 128 pages. Conway. Pub. at $14.00

285791X RICHARD III AND THE BOSWORTH CAMPAIGN, REVISED EDITION. By Peter Hammond. In a vivid and perceptive account of the battle, Hammond retells the story of the tangled dynastic and personal rivalries that led to the battle of Bosworth and describes the preparations of the two converging armies and offers a gripping analysis of the contest itself. Illus. 174 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $24.95

2855046 ON AFGHANISTAN’S PLAINS: The Story of Britain’s Afghan Wars. By Jules Stewart. Charts the ups and downs of our relationship with this difficult country, and offers a clear chronological review of the story. It is the untold story of Britain’s first ‘final’ conflict and figures on both sides. Specific themes such as British and Boer weaponry, medical services and POW camps help tell the story of this dramatic conflict. Well illus., many in color. 264 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $32.95

289774X POSTCARDS OF THE ARMY SERVICE CORPS 1902-1918: Coming of Age, By Michael Young. Presents the early history of the Army Service Corps of the British Expeditionary Force. This volume contains postcards in which the battalion fought, but also many personal stories of the soldiers who served with it. This account includes tales of murder, imprisonment, heroism, capture, desertion, prisoners of war, and small actions that are overlooked. New light is shed on a vital component of Wellington’s army and its place in history. Illus. in color. 452 pages. Helion & Company. Pub. at $44.95

2884720 REDCOATS AGAINST NAPOLEON: The 30th Regiment During the Revolutionary & Napoleonic Wars. By Carole Dwell. The author in this account details the history of the 30th Regiment of the Line during the Napoleonic wars. Their story is taken from one of the opening clashes of the war, the Siege of Toulon in 1793, to the decisive Battle of Waterloo in 1815, offering a fascinating insight into the life of British soldiers 200 years ago. Illus. 240 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

6990053 THE WARRIOR GENERALS: The British Civil Wars, 1642-1652. By Michael Wink. In this bold history of the generals who directed and determined the outcome of the mid-seventeenth century British Civil Wars, military historians examine the first assessment of their leadership and the importance of command in the civil wars. 312 pages. Yale. Pub. at $11.95

2884758 THE WATERLOO ARCHIVE, VOLUME II: German Sources. Ed. by Gareth Glover. This account gives a clear insight into the significant role German troops played in Wellington’s great victory. This volume contains over sixty reports and letters translated into English for the first time, describing first hand accounts of their role in the Battle of Waterloo. Color photos. 360 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $75.00

2783746 GALLANTRY AND DISCIPLINE: The 12th Light Dragons at War with Wellington. By Andrew Bamford. Presents the history of one of the most distinguished British cavalry regiments in the Napoleonic Wars. It covers the history and discipline of the Dragons served throughout Wellington’s campaigns in the Peninsula, and later at Waterloo where they suffered heavy casualties. 260 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95

2853213 THE VICTORIA CROSS AT SEA: The Sailors, Marines and Airmen Awarded Britain’s Highest Honour. By John Parr. This book has been written in places as far apart in time and distance as the Baltic in 1854 and Japan in 1945, in the trenches from the Crimea to the Western Front, in the deserts of the Boer War, and in the Coral Sea and Zeebrugge. They have been won in battleships and battles in submarines below the water and aircraft above it, on horseback and on foot. Photos. 278 pages. Frontline. Pub. at $39.95
Available:

**British Military History**

- **2857618** 13 SHARKS: The Careers of a Series of Small Royal Navy Ships, from the Glorious Revolution to D-Day. By John D. Grainger. Grainger charts the careers of the thirteen vessels that have served the Royal Navy under the name ‘Shark’ since 1676. Well illustrated with black and white photos, this book will appeal to those interested in naval history or maritime history. 196 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $39.95

- **678905X** MILITARY MEDALS, DECORATIONS & ORDERS of the UNITED STATES & EUROPE. By R.W. Bailey & P. Peters. Hundreds of close-up images capture intricate details of rare, as well as commonly encountered, medals, decorations and orders from dozens of countries, with a concise description of each award and an extensive value guide for collectors. 318/4 P/WORN. 184 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11½. Pub. at $45.00

- **2907941** U.S. MILITARY WAR DOGS in WORLD WAR II, VOLUME I. By Robert Rosenkrans. This guide is the first aid collectors and historians in identifying U.S. Military War Dogs in World War II. The many WWII-era photos of dog war dogs and handlers will give the reader valuable information on how the equipment was actually used. Many examples shown in this book are very scarce and is pictured in full view and detail. 143 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11¼. Pub. at $49.99

**Military Collectibles**


- **6835007** ROMMEL’S AFrikAKORPS: Personal Groupings, Award Documents and Afrikakorps. By Robert Kurt. 139 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x12¼. Pub. at $59.95


**Military Modeling**

- **292076X** SUPER MODEL INTERNATIONAL NO. 2. By Lukasz Kapelski et al. Presents the best models from around the world profiling their great models, with hints and tips, by step by step instructions and model color schemes. It also includes modeling competitions. An invaluable reference tool for all modelers. Fully illus. in color. 77 pages. Kagero. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95

- **2927905** AIR POWER MODELLING, VOLUME 1. By Christos Papatheopoulou et al. Subjects for the scale modeler include: the Swordfish Mk I; Messerschmitt Bf 110E; Mitsubishi A6M2 Zero; Hawker Hurricane in Greek hands; making canopies, and more. Each model is illustrated in great detail, showing the modeler the most popular periods to wargame, and rightly so—it’s a fascinating period of history. Learn how to paint wargames miniatures from an experienced sculptor and painter. All of the main styles that are used for painting wargames miniatures are covered in detail. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $34.95

- **2880709** JAGDTIGER: Building Trumpeter’s 1:16 Scale Kit. By Sam Dwyer. This guide shows how to build, correct, detail and finish the impressive 1:16 Trumpeter Jagdtiger kit, and also provides unique interior reference photos of one of the three remaining preserved vehicles. 163 pages. Case. 11¼x15¼. Paperback. Pub. at $50.00

- **298431** GERMAN AND RUSSIAN TANK MODELS 1939-45. By Mario Eins. In this beautifully illustrated volume, Eins demonstrates that he is as precise and careful with his scale of construction and painting. The five projects included in this guide are shown step by step in clear color photos, allowing the reader to understand the techniques involved behind the development of every detail. 128 pages. Case. 8¼x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $37.95
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